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ABSTRACT

Global economy increases the need for multilingual systems, while each domain has a
large repository of knowledge, particularly explicit knowledge usually captured in text.
The speed of textual information being produced has exceeded the speed at which a
person can process the information, so an automated approach to alleviate the
information overload problem is needed. Unlike structured data in databases,
unstructured text cannot be readily understood and processed by computers. This
dissertation aims to create a language- and domain-independent approach to
automatically generating hierarchical knowledge maps that enable the users to browse
and understand the concepts hidden in the underlying knowledge sources.

A system development research methodology was adopted to build and evaluate
prototype systems to study the research questions. In order to process textual knowledge,
a statistical phrase indexing algorithm was proposed and applied to the Chinese language.
Next, the algorithm was extended to be able to process multiple languages and domains.
Lastly, the results of the algorithm was further applied to a case study using the
dissertation's proposed automated framework for generating hierarchical knowledge
maps in Chinese news collection.

This dissertation has two main contributions. First, it demonstrated that an automated
approach is effective in creating knowledge maps for users to browse the underlying
knowledge. The approach combines statistical phrase extraction algorithm for
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representing textual knowledge and neural networks for clustering related concepts and
visualization. Second, it provided a set of language- and domain-independent tools to
extract phrases from a textual knowledge in order to support text mining applications.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION

Peter Drucker has proposed that knowledge is the key source of competitive advantage
(Drucker, 1998). A long history of information systems research has allowed the United
States to benefit from information technology to achieve economic success, and other
countries would like to employ similar information technology to manage their resources.
As they enter the information and knowledge age, it has become more critical for all
nations to use information and knowledge skills to compete in the global economy.

Because most previous information systems research has been conducted and applied in
English, traditionally the language of choice in scientific domains and because the United
States leads the world in information systems research, research was less frequently
conducted in other languages. However, as more countries become more developed,
information systems research is expanding to other languages, and multilingual
information systems research is a growing research area. Recent regional conferences
include the International Conference on the Asian Digital Library (ICADL), the European
Conference on Digital Libraries (ECDL), and the SIGHAN Workshop on Chinese
Language Processing. In addition, the Association for Computing Machinery started
ACM Transactions on Asian Language Infonnation Processing in 2002 and a few other
journals such as Journal of the American Society for Information Science and
Technology's special issues in Multilingual Information Systems recently have published
special issues.
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Text media continue to dominate knowledge storage in the familiar forms of books,
research articles, newspapers, online databases, and Internet web pages. Although
computers have been shown to be much better than humans in analyzing numerical data,
there is not yet a computer that can understand human natural language or even written
text. However, even without full computer support, researchers can make use of
electronic textual knowledge to create useful applications. For example, text clustering
allows computers to cluster similar documents together to facilitate browsing of a large
collection of textual documents (Lin, Soergel, & Marchionini, 1991; Chen, Houston,
Sewell, & Schatz, 1998). After examining the co-occurrence frequency of keywords,
term suggestion technique can automatically suggest relevant search keywords that the
user may not have thought of when querying a database (Peat & Willett, 1991; Xu &
Croft, 1996).

Extracting knowledge from text fits into the active research field of Text Mining, and
many research projects, mostly in English, are ongoing. This dissertation focuses on a
language-independent approach to representation of textual knowledge in different
domains that will allow application of many Text Mining techniques developed for
English to be applied to other languages.

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews some relevant
literature in multilingual textual knowledge sources, various textual knowledge
representations, and knowledge visualization techniques. Chapter 3 discusses application
of Mutual Information Phrase extraction to Chinese. Chapter 4 extends Mutual
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Information Phrase Extraction from Chinese to such other languages as English, Spanish,
and Arabic. Chapter 5 presents a case study using the proposed approach to create
knowledge maps for a Chinese news collection. Lastly in Chapter 6, contributions and
suggested future directions for research are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH FORMULATION

This chapter reviews definitions of knowledge and the ways information technology is
used in knowledge management, with a particular focus on multilingual textual
knowledge. The large volume of multilingual textual knowledge has increasingly made
manual analysis difficult and thus increased the need to be able to analyze textual
knowledge through various textual representation techniques and to visualize textual
knowledge through use of knowledge maps.

2.1 Multilingual Textual Knowledge Sources
Alavi and Leidner (2001) reviewed the definitions of knowledge, which vary greatly
depending on the chosen perspective, such as hierarchy, a state of mind, an object, a
process, a condition of having access to information, or a capability. The many
definitions affirm that knowledge to be an elusive notion. No single definition can satisfy
everyone. F or example, m any argue that from a hierarchical view, data c onsist of raw
facts and numbers, whereas information is processed data, and knowledge is
authenticated information. However, other researchers believe that such a hierarchical
view does not effectively distinguish between knowledge and information, and some
even consider the two to be interchangeable.

These different views of knowledge lead to different perspectives of knowledge
management and also have different implications for knowledge management systems
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(Carlsson, El Sawy, Eriksson, & Raven, 1996; Alavi & Leidner, 2001). In hierarchical
view, knowledge management focuses on facilitating users' assimilation of information.
For state-of-mind view where knowledge is the state of knowing and understanding,
knowledge management focuses on providing access to information to facilitate users'
learning and understanding. Relevant research will adopt a more practical definition: "a
discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, retrieving,
sharing and evaluating an enterprise's information assets" (Gartner Group, 1998).

Similarly to varying views of knowledge, classifications of knowledge also vary. A
widely cited classification is into tacit and exphcit knowledge (Polanyi, 1967; Nonaka,
1994). Tacit knowledge includes both a cognitive element such as a mental map, belief,
paradigm, and viewpoint and a technical element such as know-how, expertise, and skill.
On the other hand, explicit knowledge is written or communicated in symbols and texts,
such as research papers, patents, case studies, financial reports, and news. There are also
other classifications, including being individual, social, declarative (know-about),
procedural (know-how), causal (know-why), and conditional (know-when). Large
collections of explicit textual knowledge are the primary focus of this research.

O'Leary (1998) summarized the roles of information technology in knowledge
management as having two functions: connecting and converting. Information technology
connects knowledge and people in various ways, such as providing search engines and
enterprise resource planning systems for connecting people to knowledge; e-mail, chat
rooms and cell phones for connecting people to people", the world wide web hyperlinks
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and SiteSeer.com scientific literature citation systems for connecting knowledge to
knowledge, and alert systems for connecting knowledge to people (Chen, Zeng,
Atabakhsh, Wyzga, & Schroeder, 2003).

Besides connecting people and knowledge, information technology also plays an
important role in conversion of knowledge. For example, group systems convert
individual knowledge to group knowledge within an organization or a community
(Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, & George, 1991). Whereas data mining is the
research field that aims to convert data to knowledge (Faj^ad & Uthurusamy, 1996,
2002), text mining is a relatively new subfield that deals with converting text to
knowledge (Hearst, 1999; Chen, 2001). This dissertation research focused on the latter
conversion, because text remains the predominant format of stored explicit knowledge, as
evidenced in the volume of texts in the hitemet, online textual databases, and research
paper collections. However, techniques used in information retrieval, data mining, and
more generally machine learning are often used in text mining (Chau, 2003; Cunningham,
Witten, & Littin, 1999; Chen, 1995; Carbonell, Michalski, & Mitchell, 1983).

Non-English speaking Internet users have outnumbered the English speaking users since
2003 and this dominance is expected to continue. In Global Reach's March 2004 survey,
it was estimated that of 729 million Internet users 35.8% were English-speaking users
and 64.2% were non-English speaking (Global Reach, 2004). It was predicted that nonEnglish-speaking Internet users would continue to outnumber English speakers because
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they increased at a rate of about 7%, whereas the number of non-English speaking users
grew by around 43%, about six times much.

As global communication and transportation become faster, the world economy, health,
and political systems become more interdependent. For example, major financial news in
any comer of the world can affect global financial markets. Because infectious diseases
such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and bird flu can spread quickly from
country to country, health authorities must monitor new cases closely to prevent an
epidemic. Since critical political news or terrorism events unfolding in politically highrisk regions can be constantly monitored by the intelligence community to improve
national security, advances in multilingual information systems research should be able to
facilitate better information sharing around the world, in English or in any other language.

2.2 Textual Knowledge Representation
In order for computers to process textual knowledge, the first step is to represent text in a
form that computers can process. Despite advances in natural language processing,
computers still cannot fully understand human languages. However, lack of complete
understanding does not prevent researchers from harnessing the power of computers to
represent texts by small units of analysis such as words and phrases and developing
useful systems to manage and access the vast amount of textual knowledge.

2.2.1 Word Indexing
In the 1960s, Information Retrieval Systems were the earliest attempt to help users
retrieve t he r elevant t exts ( Salton & M cGill, 1 983), b y r epresenting t ext a s v ectors o f
words or terms in the Vector Space Model. The Internet serves as a large-scale
information retrieval system, and new advances led to the creation of search engines,
such as Google (http://www.google.com) or Yahoo! (http://www.yahoo.com) that allow
Internet users to enter any words and receive in return a set of relevant web pages that
contain the words. Although these search engines employ additional sophisticated
analysis to improve search results (Brin & Page, 1998), the underlying units used to
represent web page texts are simply words.

Although words are technically not the smallest linguistic unit, they are commonly used
as the smallest unit to represent text, because computers can readily and efficiently
extract w ords. F or w estem 1 anguages s uch as E nglish, S panish a nd French, w ords a re
separated by white spaces or punctuation marks, so computer programs can easily
identify and extract them for further processing. For Asian languages such as Chinese,
Japanese and Korean, Asian characters have many similarities to English words, so Asian
characters can be treated as the equivalent of English words.

There are numerous advantages to using words as analysis units. First, words are easy to
store. A particular language usually has a finite number of words. Storing phrases is more
difficult. Assuming that there are
phrases,

words, N'^ storage is required to store all two-word

storage is required to store all three-word phrases. It therefore is impractical
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to use every phrases of any length to represent texts. In contrast, phrase searching can
still b e i mplemented b y 1 ocating t he i ndividual words a nd r etaining i nformation a bout
their position with regard to other words. To improve system response time of wordbased systems, one can design a system that gives high priority to more frequently
requested words, and at the same time maintains the ability to find much less frequently
used words.

There are, however, some disadvantages to using words to represent texts. First, words
are sometimes ambiguous. For example, although the word "cancer" has multiple
meanings, the phrases "lung cancer" and "cancer star" are specific in meaning. Second,
inflection may pose a problem. For example, "dog" and "dogs" are very similar and
sometimes can be treated as the same for indexing purpose. Stemming is a programmatic
way of reducing various inflections or suffixes to a single form to improve recall measure
(Porter, 1980). However, stemming could change the meaning of the original words and
even introduce unintelligible words, such as from "species" to "specy".

In summary, word indexing is the simplest to implement and is useful for many
applications, such as word-based search in information retrieval systems and Internet
search engines. However, in order to get a more precise representation of texts for deeper
analysis, word indexing is inadequate.
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2.2.2 Phrase Indexing
Library Catalog is considered one of the earliest systems to adopt phrase indexing, which
consists of phrases chosen by either authors or librarians as a way to represent a book's
content. However, the manual process i s usually 1 abor-intensive, expensive, and errorprone. Bates (1986) found that different professional indexers assigned different phrases
to the same documents, and the same indexer could assign different phrases to the same
document at different times. Furthermore, the abundance of textual knowledge has made
manual indexing so daunting a task that more automatic approaches are needed to make
phrase indexing possible.

Three general automatic approaches are in widespread use. First, the dictionary approach
collects a set of domain-specific phrases and matches them against documents. For
example. Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) by the National Library of
Medicine (NLM) can be used to index medical literature and Library of Congress Subject
Headings can be used to index library collections. This approach is mainly restricted by
the size of the dictionary, which is fixed by the creator of the dictionary.

A second approach is statistical and employs statistical metrics to estimate the probability
that a word sequence could be a phrase. In general, there are three types of statistical
approaches. The first is to extract phrases by analyzing bigram or trigram combined with
various heuristics (Smadja, 1993) and boundary detection (Yang, Luk, Yung, & Yen,
2000). The second relaxes the restriction of n-gram, with n becoming unrestricted, and
therefore this approach requires an efficient text searching algorithm, such as PAT-Tree
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(Chien, 1997; Ong & Chen, 1999) and suffix arrays (Church & Yamamoto, 2001) to
calculate the frequency of word sequence occurrence. The third is using machine learning
algorithms to extract phrases, such as Markov model (Feng & Croft, 2001) and
compression algorithm (Teahan, Wen, McNab, & Witten, 2000). For all statistical
approaches, extracted phrases are automatically learned from the textual corpus, so they
do not have the limitation of the dictionary approach. In addition, these algorithms do not
rely on 1anguage-specific r ules, sot hey can b e easily modified tow ork w ith d ifferent
languages.

The third approach is natural language processing, which employs computational
linguistic techniques to parse sentences into a grammar tree and then extract phrases from
that structure (Tolle & Chen, 2000; Church, 1988). This approach usually generates
fewer errors than the statistical approach but it is computationally intensive and is
specific to a language. Porting the approach to a different language usually is difficult.

For phrase indexing various collections of textual knowledge from multiple countries in
multiple languages, a statistical approach is most often appropriate. A more in-depth
review of the literature of phrase extraction will be discussed in subsequent chapters.

2.3 Knowledge Maps
Information retrieval systems and Internet search engines are typical examples of one of
the two strategies used to locate information; searching when users already have a
specific t arget i n m ind. In t he s econd s trategy, browsing, u sers d o n ot h ave a s pecific
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target in mind but would like to find out more about a general topic, perhaps to find out
how the topic falls into a larger picture or how it is related to other related topics. For this,
as the adage says, a picture is worth a thousand words. Previous research has shown that
hierarchical and graphical maps effectively support browsing tasks (Carmel, Crawford, &
Chen, 1992; Chen, Houston, Sewell, & Schatz, 1998; Lai & Yang, 2000; Marchionini,
1987; Marchionini & Shneiderman, 1988).

A map is a drawing that reveals physical and/or abstract relationships for places or
objects of interest. Throughout human history, people have been creating physical maps,
such as cave paintings, atlases, and, more recently, satellite scans and three-dimensional
computer visualization. Examples of abstract maps include Concept Map for learning
objects (Novak & Go win, 1984) and Mind Map for improving memorization (Buzan &
Buzan, 1993). A knowledge map is a knowledge representation that reveals the
underlying relationships of the knowledge sources, using a map metaphor for spatial
display. For example, a knowledge map for news articles could highlight current major
news topics and their relationships, possibly by using blocks to represent key concepts
and lines to represent relationships.

2.3.1 Subject Hierarchy
A subject hierarchy or directory is an alphabetical list of topics organized into groups and
subgroups. Although lacking the visualization of a map, it is a simple yet effective way to
categorize a large volume of information, especially when coupled with a search function,
such as telephone yellow pages and the Library of Congress classification system.
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Representative examples on the Internet include Yahoo! (http://yahoo.coni) and the Open
Directory Project (http;//dnioz.org). However, limitations of an alphabetic display have
been recognized in (Drabenstott & Weller, 1996; Holley & Killheffer, 1982; Massicotte,
1988). The main disadvantage of list display is that the interface itself becomes
increasingly difficult for a user to navigate as the hierarchy grows larger. Furthermore,
the relationships between topics on the same level cannot be expressed in a linear list.

2.3.2 Manual Knowledge Maps
Concept Map (Novak & Gowin, 1984) and Mind Map (Buzan & Buzan, 1993) are
drawings in which blocks represent concepts or things and connecting lines represent
relationships. These maps are used to help better organize, understand, and memorize
knowledge. However, the creation process is very personal and demanding of the map
creator's cognitive skills. To lighten the manual process, Shneiderman has identified
eight activities that support creativity and has proposed the GenEx (Generator of
Excellence) framework to help designers create powerful tools that enable users to be
more creative more of the time (Shneiderman, 2000). However, the manual approach is
not scalable to the processing of large amounts of information, because a manual
knowledge map not only is limited in scope and timeliness but also is slow and
cumbersome. In order to create a knowledge map that closely matches a mental model, an
intelligent, automatic categorization algorithm must be employed.
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2.3.3 Automatic Knowledge Maps
Dodge and Kitchin did a comprehensive survey of maps of cyberspace (cybermaps) that
have been generated since the inception of the Internet and categorized them into three
categories: mapping infrastructure and traffic, mapping the Web, and mapping
conversation and community (Dodge & Kitchin, 2001). Similarly, automatic knowledge
maps can be categorized into three categories based on their knowledge characteristics.

A. Numerical

Visualization of numbers was among the earliest map applications. When the numbers
have physical correspondence, the maps are easily understood. For example, the
Internet's statistics on inbound and outbound traffic and the domain host's population
density can be readily layered on top of the physical infrastructure maps to reveal the
growth and demographics of the Internet over time (http://telegeography.com). In
contrast, visualizing the financial landscape does not have any immediate physical
meaning, so visualization algorithms need to provide meaning to the position and size on
the map. For example, SmartMoney.com uses Ordered Treemap to place about 600
companies such that similar companies are placed close to each other and companies with
higher market capitalization are given a bigger size (Shneiderman & Wattenberg, 2001).

B. Textual

Mapping textual knowledge sources is more difficult than mapping numerical knowledge
sources because text has limited spatial meaning but strong abstract or conceptual

relationships. One example of mapping textual knowledge is Cartia's NewsMap (Dodge,
2000), which applies sophisticated and proprietary lexical algorithms to analyze and, in
some senses "understand", the content of text documents and the relations between them
to distill the key topics and form the topic island map. Another common approach is to
use neural networks, which are a class of machine learning algorithms consistent with
human mental models (Lippmann, 1987). In particular, the Kohonen (1995) SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) is an unsupervised neural networks algorithm that does not
require a predetermined pattern in order to organize a large amount of information into
categories such that similar categories are placed close to each other, much as the brain
would do. Lin, Soergel, and Marchionini (1991) were some of the first to adopt singlelayer SOM to information retrieval, by clustering important concepts in a small database
of 140 abstracts related to artificial intelligence. He found that SOM is able to create a
semantic map that captures the relationships between concepts. However, the concepts
are subject descriptors manually indexed by librarians. One of the earlier automatic
hierarchical knowledge map generation systems, reported in (Chen, Schuffels, & Owig,
1996), was for categorizing a portion of the Internet web pages contained in the Yahoo!
Entertainment sub-category (about 110,000 web pages). A subsequent empirical study in
(Chen, Houston, Sewell, & Schatz, 1998) showed that the system could successfully
categorize a large amount of information into a meaningful hierarchy of subject maps. A
prototype system showed that both fisheye and fractal views could increase the
effectiveness of the SOM visuahzation (Yang, Chen, & Hong, 2003). In addition,
WEBSOM was created to generate a large one-level SOM map based on 1 million
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newsgroup documents (Kohonen, Kaski, Lagus, Salojarvi, Honkela, Paatero, & Saarela,
2000; Kaski, Honkela, Lagus, & Kohonen, 1998); the map provided a zoomable but not a
hierarchical structure.

C. Social

The third kind of knowledge maps visualizes human relationships in a community. Rich
knowledge sources may include numerical, textual, and relationship links. Social
visualization research represents human behavior graphically. For example, systems such
as Loom (Donath, Karahahos, & Viegas, 1999) and PeopleGarden (Xiong & Donath,
1999) provide a graphical representation of the initiator of a discussion, illustrating who
talks with whom, how long a person stays, and how lively a discussion is. Chat Circles
(Donath, Karahalios, & Viegas, 1999) aims to facilitate synchronous conversation in an
online chat room, where each participant is assigned a circle and the size of the circle
indicates the freshness of a posting. Users can only "hear" from or "talk" to others in
their vicinity. They can move their circles around to find an appropriate subgroup to talk
with. However, our research focused on textual knowledge maps because our goal was to
generate knowledge maps from a large textual knowledge collection.

2.4 Research Formulation
As more textual knowledge in various domains and different languages becomes
available in organization, databases, or the Internet, people are overloaded with
information that arrives faster than they can process it. A more automatic approach that is
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scalable across domains and languages is needed to alleviate this problem. The following
research questions aim to address the problems:

•

Can we develop a knowledge extraction approach to represent textual knowledge
sources for different languages and different domains?

•

What are the different characteristics and effects accounted for in different
languages?

•

Can we use the approach to generate a knowledge map that visualizes the
knowledge sources?

•

How effective and useful is the knowledge map?

The system development research methodology by Nunamaker, Chen, and Purdin (1991)
was adopted to study these research questions. Several prototype systems were developed,
and user evaluations were conducted to measure the results in light of the proposed
research questions. Figure 2.1 illustrates the overall framework

for domain- and

language-independent knowledge map generation. The textual knowledge comes from
various knowledge sources and databases. Preprocessing of text is necessary to extract
useful text from different input formats in different language-specific encodings. For
knowledge representation, this research focuses on using a language- and domainindependent phrase indexing algorithm to represent textual knowledge by the extracted

phrases. Based on the knowledge representation, further analysis techniques from datamining and visualization research could be applied to analyze and visualize the
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underlying knowledge. Automatic hierarchical knowledge map generation using SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) neural networks is used as a case study for this framework.
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Figure 2.1. Proposed framework for domain- and
language-independent knowledge map generation

The structure of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 3 describes the MutualInformation phrase indexing technique used to extract Chinese phrases. Chapter 4
extends the mutual information phrase indexing technique from Chinese to a generic
framework capable of handling different languages. Chapter 5 is a prototype system for
the proposed framework, which applies mutual information phrase indexing to a Chinese
news collection and shows that the proposed framework is able automatically to generate
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knowledge maps that compare favorably with human generated knowledge maps. Lastly,
Chapter 6 will summarize the conclusions and discuss potential future directions.
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CHAPTERS.
CHINESE PHRASE INDEXING

3.1 Background
For the Chinese language, phrase extraction, commonly called word segmentation, means
finding the longest phrase in a word string that has precise meaning (Kwok, 1997).
Accomplishing this is considered the major barrier to text processing, especially for
Asian languages (Chien & Pu, 1996; Wu & Tseng, 1993; Salton, 1989). However, key
phrase extraction, commonly known as indexing, goes further to find the phrases that
represent a document. Indexing is fundamental to the success of many recent digital
library applications and semantic information retrieval techniques (Schatz & Chen, 1999;
Chen, 1998; Schatz & Chen, 1996; Lin & Chen, 1996). The need to harness the
tremendous amount of textual knowledge available from online scientific literature and
the Internet and to achieve semantic retrieval have progressively prompted more interest
and research to advance the state of the art of phrase extraction.

3.2 Prior Research
Prior research in Chinese phrase extraction can b e divided into three categories, along
with a hybrid approach that combines two or more of these basic approaches.
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3.2.1 Dictionary Approach
This approach uses a human-generated dictionary to break out known phrases in the
dictionary that have more than one character. The major advantage is quick and simple
implementation. Many systems are still using this approach (Bian & Chen, 1998; Li &
Xing, 1998; Chen, He, Xu, Gey, & Meggs, 1997), especially when new words are not a
concern or when the dictionary covers the target textual collections. Because there
usually is a partial matching dilemma, several strategies have been devised to improve
the matching process, including maximum-matching, minimum-matching, forwardmatching, backward matching, bi-directional matching, and other heuristics. However,
the effectiveness of this approach is largely limited by the comprehensiveness of the
dictionary, which cannot effectively deal with proper nouns such as names and places or
with new terms constantly being created in special domains.

3.2.2 Linguistic Approach
An alternative approach uses syntactic and/or semantic knowledge bases, heuristics, or
rules to extract phrases (Wu & Tseng, 1995). Natural language processing r esearch in
English has demonstrated achieving relatively high precision, depending on system
design (Tolle & Chen, 2000; Church, 1988; Voutilainen, 1997). However, although a
number of articles have suggested their potential, there has been no extensive
computational linguistic research for the Chinese language, and implementing this
approach remains a difficult task (Wong & Li, 1998). The major drawback is that

building complete syntactic and semantic knowledge bases for large and complex
domains has proved daunting.

3.2.3 Statistical Approach
This approach generally leams valuable statistical information from a usually large
corpus to extract possible phrases. The statistical approach was shown to generate good
performance in extracting key phrases (Yang, Luk, Yung, & Yen, 2000; Yang, Yen,
Yung, & Chung, 1998; Chien, 1997, 1998; Chen, He, Xu, Gey, & Meggs, 1997) and it
has a traditional tie to the n-gram approach when used with a small number of n, such as
2, 3, or 4. However, when Chien first used PAT-tree for Chinese, the n became
unrestricted. Despite its extensive computation, the technique does not require any laborintensive creation of a dictionary or knowledge base and it is capable of capturing
emerging terminology in the corpus. One major drawback is that it is not able to extract
valid p hrases t hat d o n ot o ccur s ufficiently frequently. In o rder t o a chieve k ey phrase
extraction, additional processing must be applied. Although perhaps not as precise as the
linguistic approach, the statistical approach is still a good choice for extracting key
phrases. Since it is based on the probable occurrences in the collection, low-frequency
phrases, which are more likely not to be key phrases, will be removed automatically,
making a statistical approach well suited to extracting key phrases, especially when
combined with our proposed updateable data structure.

However, some challenges face the statistical approach. Kenneth Church has pointed out
that some Bible literature has repeated patterns with up to 400 words (Church, 1997).
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Employing the n-gram technique without removal of the pattern of every sub-pattern in
such a 400-word sentence would affect the frequency distribution of the corpus,
especially repetitive removals of many sub-pattems. An attempt to figure out the new
frequency without updating was tried but failed. Different researchers have tried different
heuristics to extract better phrases and avoid partial phrases.

Our proposed approach is an extension of Lee-feng Chien's PAT-Tree-Based Keyword
Extraction for Chinese Information Retrieval (Chien, 1997). Chien's approach can be
considered a generic model for n-gram, because it does not restrict the value of n to any
fixed number. The key distinctions between these two approaches are their extracting
methods and the use of stop words.

The first and most important distinction is the heuristics to extract phrases. Chien's
approach examines p ossible p attems from t he 1 ongest t o t he s mallest, e ach t ime u sing
three iterative inclusion-exclusion heuristics, which backtrack to the longer patterns if
necessary. The backtracking heuristic tries to avoid extracting incorrect partial phrases,
but it does not always guarantee the outcome.

Our approach is much simpler: starting from the longest possible patterns to the smallest
patterns, it each time uses a frequency and mutual information threshold to decide
whether to extract and thus remove the phrase (update the frequency). The heuristic is
shown as pseudo-code as
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for len:=max_len down to 2
repeat until no more changes
for pat := all patterns of length len
if freq(pat)>TH_f and mutual_info(pat)>TH_mi
output pat as an extract phrase
remove pat from PAT-tree

Here, we illustrate how online frequency updating after removal of extracted key phrases
helps to extract more precise phrases. However, since a more real-life and elaborate
example would obscure the discussion, we create a hypothetical scenario in which a
corpus has only 50 AiWS (artificial intelligence). The algorithm starts with the
longest pattern, which is of length of 4. Since both the frequency (50) and mutual
information (1.0) are high, this phrase is extracted. Without removal of this newly
extracted phrase, the incorrect partial pattern

or

will have a chance of

being extracted later. On the other hand, if we remove the newly extracted phrase from
this corpus (i.e., update the frequency), then there is nothing left in this corpus, and
subsequent partial extractions will be impossible. It might be asked, "What about the
correct partial phrases AX (artificial) and

(intelligence)?" Of course, they will not

be extracted in this hypothetical scenario, but in a real-life corpus, if the smaller phrases
Ax and

happen independently of the longer phrase AX^S frequently enough

(i.e., are important by themselves), they will be extracted too. Yet in a corpus that talks
mostly about MIS and artificial intelligence, the smaller phrases AX and

are not

useful and so are not extracted.

In our updateable approach, we therefore do not need a backtracking heuristic to avoid
partial extraction, but we need to develop a new data structure that supports consistent
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on-line frequency update after removing patterns that we have already extracted. In this
case, the 400-word pattern in the Bible will now be extracted only once and its subpatterns will not be extracted. Detailed discussion of implementation is deferred to a later
section titled Online Frequency Update.

A second difference is that Chien's approach does not use stop words, whereas our
preliminary experience suggests that the use of stop words could increase the accuracy of
the results. In order to isolate the effect of stop words, the experiment also includes our
approach with and without stop words, allowing identification of improvements resulting
from our approach without stop words over Chien's approach, or over our approach with
stop words.

3.3 Mutual Information
A number of mutual information metrics are being used in recent statistical approaches.
Mutual information is commonly used to measure how consistently two patterns occur
together in a corpus. Traditionally, MI(A,B) is defined as the log-likelihood ratio of the
joint probability of pattern A and B over the probability of A and B:

'
MI{A,B) = \oz,

P(A,B) ^
P(A)P(B}

In Chinese phrase extraction, let c be a pattern of interest (e.g.,
artificial intelligence), and let left and right be its sub-pattern:

meaning
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c =A
left
right =

"artificial intelligence"
(partial word, no meaning)
(partial word, no meaning)

Then, we can obtain the mutual information for the pattern c.

M/,=log,

Pic)
P{left)P{right)

The intuition arises from the independent event where P(c)=P(left)P(right), in which
Mlc=0\ if M/c»0 and the patterns co-occur very well. The probability of pattern c is the
ratio of the frequency f over the total frequency F\

fjF

MIc = logj

yk,lF-fn,ulF J

= log,
y fleft fright J

If we are interested only in deciding whether the mutual information exceeds a certain
threshold TH such that MIc>TH, then we can simplify the calculation without involving
the slower logarithmic function, as in

fc

>TH', where TH' ^2^" If

fleft fright

On the other hand, Chien defined an alternate mutual information metric, called
significance estimation function, which is the ratio of the probability of the
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M/'=
P(subpatterns of c)
Pjc)
P{left) + P(right) - P(c)

Intuitively, when pattern c and its sub-pattern co-occur very well, MIc' is high and close
to 1, so pattern c is more likely to form a phrase than either its left or right sub-pattern
alone. On the other hand, if MIc' is low and close to 0, pattern c is not likely to form a
phrase. The calculation can be simplified using frequency:

• f' ' 'IF

Mr=

fleft f.

fright^

fc

In fact, this turned out to be the same as the Jaccard measure, which is also commonly
used in information retrieval and defined as Jaccard{A,B) = \Ar\ B\I\A u B\ . Therefore,
both mutual information metrics are equally easy to calculate for threshold cut-off, but no
experiment has been conducted to determine which metric performs better.

3.4 Required Data Structure
Since all the mutual-information-based approaches need to access all the possible
pattems and find their frequency of occurrence, a highly efficient searching algorithm,
both in terms of space and time, must be employed, or else the approach becomes too
large or too slow for practical use. There has been a tremendous amount of research in
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this area, in particular in the field of fast text searching (Beaza-Yates & Gonnet, 1996;
Manber & Myers, 1993). Basically, it has been shown that a static text corpus can be
preprocessed to increase the performance of the search.

3.4.1 Space Efficiency— Semi-infinite Strings
In general, a string of length iV has N{N+l)/2 sub-patterns. For example, there are 10 subpatterns for 'abed': a, b, c, d, ab, be, cd, abc, bed, and abed. Even if all sub-patterns are
kept as null-terminated strings in a flat sequence without additional tree structure, the
number of bytes required still will be

f ^ { N - k + l ) { k + 1) = N{N + 1)(A^ + 5)/6 = OiN')
<:=1

In the example, since 30 bytes are needed for 'abed', a typical 1MB corpus will require
166,666TB of memory, an amount that is too demanding even for supercomputers.
Furthermore, an 0(N^) space data structure will be no better, because an 1MB corpus still
would take 1TB. Lacking a better data structure to store all the sub-patterns, all n-gram
techniques will therefore become impractical for larger or unrestricted N. Consequently,
earlier attempts commonly have been restricted to small N, such as 2 to 4. As a
consequence, we must look for an 0(N) space data structure.

We can view the training corpus as a static text that is a single string padded at its right
end with an infinite number of null (or any special) characters. A semi-infinite string or
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sistring (Knuth, 1973; Baeza-Yates & Gonnet, 1996) then is the sequence of characters
starting at any position of the text and continuing to the right. For example, the text of

abed

has the following set of sistrings:

abed
bed
cd
d

Using a unique end-of-text symbol that appears nowhere else allows us to guarantee that
no s emi-infmite s tring i s a p refix f or a nother a nd m akes i t p ossible u nambiguously t o
identify semi-infinite strings by their starting positions. The space requirement for this
structure is then only 0(N), for the text itself and the starting positions for the semiinfinite strings. Searching for a pattern now becomes simply searching for a prefix in any
of the semi-infinite strings. For example, 'be' becomes a pattern because it is found as a
prefix to the semi-infinite string 'be

For extracting Chinese phrases, Chien suggested using a punctuation mark, such as
comma or period, as a boundary to process a text at the sentence level (Chien, 1997),
because a Chinese phrase will contain no punctuation marks. For example, the string
® [=i li] iflil IR , M

^

H it" (phrase automatic extraction, alleviating indexing

difficulty) generates the following semi-infinite strings:
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0H]^ g

00000.
0000000.
gijjfflJR 000000000.
MIX 00000000000.
0000000000000.
000000000000000.
00000.

I Sli 0000000.

^ ^ l a n 000000000.
00000000000.
Hit 0000000000000.
li 000000000000000.
3.4.2 Fast Searching — PAT-Tree, PAT-Array, Suffix Array
After a data structure to store all the sub-patterns has been efficiently created, it is easy to
ensure an efficient search for prefixes. The fastest searching algorithm is 0(1) hashing,
which is not suitable for use with long, variable-length keys and prefixes, so a next-best
solution at O(log N) must be found. A lot of research in the field of fast text searching has
tackled this problem, and readers are referred to Manber and Myers (1993) for a review
of the state of the art and various optimizations.

Trie-based search is highly efficient but has two drawbacks: space wasted by one-way
branching and complicated codes resulting from two different types of nodes (Sedgewick,
1998). In 1968, Morrison discovered patricia ("practical algorithm to retrieve
information coded in alphanumeric") that avoids these two problems (Morrison, 1968). A

patricia trie requires only N nodes to be constructed for N search keys, and it requires
only about

log2

A'^bit comparisons and one full key comparison per search, 0(log N + P).

Patricia is fast, because it immediately jumps to the bits that matter for comparison.
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requiring a number of bit comparisons that is never more than the length of the key. In
fast text searching, a PAT-tree is a patricia trie for semi-infmite strings, which Chien used
to perform fast searching during phrase extraction. For implementation details and
example codes, readers are referred to (Sedgewick, 1998; Gonnet & Baeza-Yates, 1991;
Morrison, 1968).

An alternative simple but equally fast solution is to use a PAT-array or suffix array
(Gonnet & B aeza-Yates, 1991), which basically is a sorted hst of semi-infmite strings
that can be sorted in 0(N log N) using any standard sorting algorithm such as Quicksort.
The search time for a prefix is similar to that for a binary search and can be done in 0(P
log N), where P is the length of the search key and n is the size of the corpus. Manber and
Myers improved search time to 0{P + log AO in a new suffix array coupled with
information about the longest common prefixes, which can be constructed in time 0{N)
(Manber & Myers, 1993). The advantage of using a linear structure is that all the semiinfmite strings with the prefix being sought going to be in a consecutive block, making it
much easier to figure out the occurrence frequency of a pattern (prefix) of interest.

In summary, research in fast text searching such as PAT-tree, PAT-array or suffix array
has enabled us to perform key phrase extraction efficiently, in terms of both space and
time.
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3.5 Online Frequency Update
All fast text-searching algorithms assume that the text is fixed and never updated, thereby
making it possible to preprocess it for much faster subsequent searching. However, being
able to update is desirable, because deletion of the longer phrases that have been
extracted will improve the subsequent extraction of shorter phrases. However, the
removal of a pattern from a text will affect the entire fast text-searching data structure,
and that cannot be updated easily without complete reconstruction, a costly process.

Two basic constraints must be observed to make such updates possible: the text must not
be changed and any impact on the searching algorithm should be minimized. To
accommodate not changing the text, some flags to denote updates must be introduced,
and because careless use of flagging will greatly degrade search performance, the
characteristics of the corpus must be considered. We have observed that, since the
number of extracted phrases is much smaller than the number of all possible patterns, a
way is needed to expedite counting when there has been no update.

To accomplish this, two flags can be used to represent every character. Although, to save
space, it is possible to implement these as two bits in a single byte, separating them
clarifies discussion of them. The first flag is for deletion (D) and it is turned on when the
corresponding segment of a sub-pattern is extracted as a phrase. A sub-pattern that has
this flag should not be counted toward its frequency. The second flag is for modification
(M) and is turned on for the entire sentence from which a portion has been extracted. This
will expedite the counting of sentences not updated.

A1
For example, if a corpus has a pattern

(phrase

automatic extraction, alleviating indexing difficulty) and no phrases have been extracted,
these flagged patterns are empty

to denote empty flag);

15]* g
, mm ^ 1 ail
- - - - - - - - - - - - (fordeletion)
- - - - - - - - - - - - (formodification)
When the phrase [ij

- - D D D D
M M M M M M

(automatic extraction) is extracted, the flags update to

- - - - - - (fordeletion)
(formodification)

When no flags are shown in a pattern, it is indicated that no modification has taken place
and frequency can quickly be counted. An M flag on a pattern indicates a need to proceed
to a more careful and slower counting process that checks whether that pattern has in fact
been partially deleted by a D flag. The updated frequency affected by an extracted phrase
can thus be quickly and consistently counted.

3.6 Architecture
Figure 3.1 shows the overall architecture of our approach, which is similar to that of
(Chien, 1997) except for updateable heuristics for extracting phrases from PAT-tree and
stop wording. For a corpus having a sequence of Chinese characters, the input is the
Chinese text that had been broken down in preprocessing into segments separated by
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punctuation marks and English words and consisted of chunks of Chinese characters. The
following steps were then performed.

1. Apply stop wording if needed.
2. Construct the PAT-tree and extract the key phrases. The entire process proceeds
from the longest possible patterns to patterns with a length of two, because we are
not interested in single characters. For each pattern, we use a frequency threshold
to decide whether further action is needed to reduce unnecessary computations. If
the frequency threshold is passed, the mutual information metric is calculated. If
the value exceeds mutual information threshold, the pattern is extracted as a
phrase and removed from the corpus, causing the frequency distribution to be
adjusted. It should be noted that there is no need to backtrack to a longer pattern
using this heuristic.
3. Filter the results with another PAT-tree constructed by a general corpus that can
be used to get rid of phrases commonly in daily usage, such as in newspapers.
4. Filter by examining the frequency distribution of the extracted phrases.

Stopwording
(if available)

Corpus

Updateable
V PAT-Tree
Phrase
Extraction

General
I Corpus PAT-nI Frequency
Distribution
Tree Filtering
Filtering

Key Phrases
Extracted

Figure 3.1. Proposed key phrase extraction architecture, with two key differences:
the ability to update the PAT-tree after removal and the use of stop words.
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3.7 Experiment Design
An experiment was conducted to compare the extraction results of our approach with
those of the published approach by Chien. Since we could not obtain the author's original
codes, we tried to recreate the algorithm described in (Chien, 1997). However, since
Chien's approach did not use stop words, we experimented with two versions of our
approach, one without stop words (AZ) for direct comparison and another with stop
words (AZ-S) for isolating the effects of the use of stop words.

There are a few differences between our implementation of Chien's approach and his
original one. First, the test bed was a selection of journal abstracts from Science and
Technology Information Center (STIC, http://www.stic.gov.tw) that focused in the field
of MIS (1700 items or 1MB of journal abstracts). A more specialized test-bed domain
may have caused a difference in the quality of extraction. Second, we had built the
general PAT-tree from a 3MB collection of news articles from http://www.sina.com
during January to June of 1999. Third, we use the same set of about 500 stop words as the
common-word lexicon. F ourth, the thresholds chosen for the extraction and frequency
filtering probably were different from those in the original experiment. However, all three
algorithms used the same threshold values to make comparisons meaningful.

Our experiment was controlled to limit differences to the ability to update, with or
without the use of stop words. Hence, although our implementation of Chien's algorithm
may not have been optimal, it does provide viable and direct comparisons of the effects
of the ability to update and the use of stop words.
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In order to avoid of subjects' possible bias toward a particular approach, the Java
experiment interface combined the extracted phrases from all three approaches and
underlined them (see Figure 3.2). Subjects could not tell whether an extracted phrase
came from a particular approach, but because the system knew which extracted phrases
came from which approach, it could correctly calculate the values of recall and precision
for each approach.

Chinese Key Phrase Extraction Experiment
I

shovsinvslifl

p~ 0.G5

,
111

f..

. .1:

65/100(rec487);

Figure 3.2. Experiment interface underlining extraction results from all three
algorithms. The experiment subject was to remove the wrong segmentations and
then pick the relevant key phrases without bias. The system then calculated recall
and precision are for each algorithm.

This experiment involved four subjects who were native speakers of Chinese and
proficient in the field of MIS. Each subject was presented 40 randomly selected journal

abstracts for a total of 160 data samples for each approach and a total of 480 data samples
(/7=480) for the entire experiment. Each subject was first asked to remove extracted
phrases that had been wrongly segmented, such as

and

(see Figure

3.2). Then, the subject was asked to pick out key phrases that he or she judged to be
relevant and descriptive of the journal abstract at hand. For example, both
(geographic information system) and

(decision support system) could be

considered good key phrases.

3.8 Experiment Results and Analysis
Table 3.1 shows the key phrase extraction results from all three approaches, where Chi en
represents our implementation of Chien's approach, AZ our approach without stop
words, and AZ-S our approach with stop words. Both of our approaches produced fewer
wrong segmentations than Chien's approach (3.3% and 0.5% compared with 19.8%). Our
approach without stop words provided a direct head-to-head comparison with Chien's
approach, and was able to produce more key phrases (3,169 compared with 2,326), while
the error rate of wrong segmentation still remained much lower (3.3% compared to
19.8%).

Comparing the effects of the presence of stop words, we found that the use of stop words
cut down the number of extracted phrases by one third and kept the percentage of wrong
segmentation even lower, at 0.5%.
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Approach

Number of key
Pcrcent of wrong
phrases extracted
segmentation
19.8%
Chien
2,326
3.3%
AZ
3,169
0.5%
AZ-S
1,921
Table 3.1. The key phrase extraction results from three different approaches: Chien,
AZ (without stopwords), and AZ-S (with stopwords).

The distribution of the mutual information value also changed when we introduced the
ability to update, as shown in Figure 3.3. The values of the co-occurrence metric for the
extracted key phrases in our approaches tended to be higher, whereas Chien's extracted
key phrases were distributed more evenly between the threshold and the maximum value.
This suggests that adding the ability to update confirmed our belief that deletion of
extracted phrases tends to increase the success of subsequent phrase extraction.

• Chien

40%

' DAZ

-I

• A/-S

30%

20%

10%

0%

Lb ll C] £n
0.2-0.3

0.3-0.4

0.4-0.5

0.5-0.6

0,6-0.7

0.7-0.8

0.8-0.9

0.9-1.0

Figure 3.3. Comparison of distribution histograms of mutual
information values of phrases extracted by different approaches.
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Recall and precision, which are commonly used in information retrieval research, were
used to evaluate the experiment results. For a journal abstract, each approach extracted a
set R of key phrases. Let \R\ be the number of key phrases in this set. For this abstract,
there is an answer set A of key phrases, which best describes the abstract. However, since
the answer set is very personal to the subject, we shall use all the key phrases that the
subject has chosen. Then, Ra represents the intersection of the sets R and A. Figure 3.4
illustrates the relationship between these sets. The recall and precision measures are
defined as follows.

•

Recall is the fraction of relevant key phrases (the set R) extracted
Recall17 = V-r

\R\

•

Precision is the fraction of the extracted key phrases (the set A) that are relevant
|i?a|

Precision - V-p

Ml
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Relevant key phrases
in answer set
N/

lRa\

Collection

Reliant Key^

Answer set

phrases

Figure 3.4. Precision and recall for a given example of key phrase extraction for a
journal abstract.

For comparison, we used the average value of recall and precision, and the results are
tabulated in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. Both of our approaches, with and without
stopwords, showed significant improvement over Chien's approach, at a .05 confidence
level in both recall and precision. Although there was no statistical difference in precision
between our approach without stopwords (AZ) and with stop words (AZ-S), there was a
slight improvement in recall with stopwords (AZ-S).

Source
ALG
Error
Total

DF
2

477
479

SS
8.7865
25.7623
34. 5488

MS
4.3932
0.0540

F
?1.34

P
0 . 000

Individual 95% CIs For Mean
Based on Pooled StDev
Level
Chien
AZ
AZ-S

N
160
160
160

Pooled StDev =

Mean
0.1915
0.4345
0.5082
0.2324

StDev
0.1219
0.2524
0.2889
0.24

0.36

Figure 3.5. Analysis of variance for recall.
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Source
ALG
Error
Total

Level
Chien
AZ
AZ-S

DF
2
477
479

N
160
ISO
160

Pooled StDev =

SS
3 .4238
16 . 0707
19 .4945
,

Mean
0.5214
0.7003
0.7009
0.1836

MS
1 ., 7119
0 .. 0337
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+
+
(
*
)
(
(
0.560

0.630

+
*
*

)
)

0.700

Figure 3.6, Analysis of variance for precision

3.9 Discussion
First of all, we need to reiterate that the Chien's approach used in this experiment was our
own implementation to our best optimization, as pointed out in the Experiment Design
section. Chien reported average recall and precision as 0.43 and 0.30 for the experiment
on book indexing, which was a test bed different from the journal abstracts used in this
experiment. By comparing statistics that were not very meaningful because of their
different test beds, we found that our approaches still equaled Chien's in recall and
surpassed his in precision.

In addition, the actual value of precision should be lower, because we constructed the
answer set solely on the basis of the subjects' judgment, and the subjects were not
allowed to add more phrases to the answer set, even if they felt it to be necessary.
However, this does not affect the relative comparison, especially when the margin is
substantial, because a bigger answer set will move the values of precision in the same
direction.
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All three approaches were able to extract very long phrases, such as
0J (strategic information system planning) and

(natural language

processing systems), which illustrates the potential of a statistical approach to identifying
long, new emerging terminology from a corpus. Although the experiment showed
encouraging results from our approaches, the experiment subjects would have liked the
system also to have captured English names, phrases and acronyms, such as Intel, neural
networks, and ATM, which are very useful key phrases, especially in the scientific
literature.

All the programs were coded in C/C++ and finished processing in between 4 minutes for
the non-updateable approach and 10 minutes for the updateable approach on a Pentium-II
350MHz with 256MB RAM. Therefore, the data structures and algorithms introduced
were shown to be a speedy statistical approach to key phrase extraction.

3.10 Conclusions
We have presented our approach to extracting Chinese key phrases using an updateable
PAT-tree. The experiment showed that having the ability to update frequency after key
phrases have been extracted is a valuable feature that increases the accuracy of
subsequent e xtraction. T his w as v alidated e mpirically b y t he i mprovement i n o btained
recall from 0.19 to 0.43 and in obtained precision from 0.52 to 0.70. However, the effect
of the use of stopwords improved recall slightly but made no change in precision. On the
other hand, the use of stopwords resulted in a reduction by one third in the number of key
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phrases extracted. This paper also reviewed the data structures required to implement any
statistical approach efficiently, in terms of both space and time. A new data structure was
introduced to add the ability to update frequency after key phrases had been extracted.
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CHAPTER 4.
A LANGUAGE- AND DOMAIN-INDEPENDENT PHRASE INDEXING
MODEL

4.1 Background
Whereas data mining techniques have enabled businesses to gain important knowledge
by analyzing large collections of numerical data, text mining techniques make possible
access to important knowledge such as awareness of best business practices or of the
contents of intelligence analysis reports or medical research papers, simply by the
processing large collections of textual knowledge sources in different domains. The
volume of text that so far has been generated has exceeded human ability to digest
information, giving rise to a need for a more automatic approach to alleviating
information overload.

Word and phrase indexing is a way to represent the textual knowledge to enable many
text mining applications. However, phrases are more a more precise content descriptor
than words, because phrases have more restricted meaning than words. For this reason,
phrase indexing, which means using phrases to represent textual content, is the
foundation for many text mining applications, including knowledge map generation,
automatic thesaurus generation, text summarization, and other applications. Phrase
indexing is more highly developed for English language than for other languages because,
historically, English-speaking countries such as United States were the research frontier
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for information systems research. However, increased phrase indexing research
elsewhere is evidenced by the popularity of recent regional conferences such as the
International Conference of Asian Digital Library (ICADL) and the European Conference
on Digital Libraries (ECDL).

Non-English-speaking Internet users have outnumbered English-speaking users since
2003, a trend that is expected to continue. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the
languages of Internet users reported in Global Reach's March 2004 survey (Global Reach,
2004), where it was estimated that of 729 million Internet users, 35.8% were Englishspeaking and 64.2% were non-English-speaking. It was predicted that the number of nonEnglish-speaking Internet users will increase, because English-speaking users were
growing at a rate of about 7%, whereas the number of non-English-speaking users grew
by around 43%, about six times as much.
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Figure 4.1. Global Research March 2004 Internet Users Survey
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As the world economy continues to grow, English will probably remain the language of
choice in international trade but, because regional languages will continue to be the
primary language of communication in the regions, more countries would benefit from
advanced text mining techniques if they were applicable to their native languages.
Furthermore, because phrase indexing is the foundation for data mining applications, a
language-independent approach to phrase indexing would provide a foundation for
applicability to all languages. This research proposes a framework for phrase indexing
that is both language- and domain-independent and therefore can be applied not only to
different languages, but also to different domains.

4.2 Current Approaches
Phrase indexing is the use of phrases (usually noun phrases because verb phrases are not
content bearing) as the indexing unit for representing text content. The first step of phrase
indexing is extraction of phrases from a text collection. For Asian languages such as
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, phrase extraction is similar to word segmentation, but
because a Chinese character is similar to an English word and a Chinese word is similar
to an English phrase, word segmentation is concerned with extracting chunks of words,
which may not necessarily be phrases. Consequently, some filtering mechanisms may be
required t o m ake t he word s egmentation r esults u sable i n p hrase i ndexing. In general,
current approaches to phrase extraction can be divided into three categories: dictionary,
statistical, and linguistic (Yang, Luk, Yung, & Yen, 2000; Feng & Croft, 2001).
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4.2.1 Dictionary
The dictionary approach makes use of phrases from a dictionary as the indexing unit. It is
the easiest to implement when an established dictionary already exists. For example,
Library of Congress Subject Headings can be used to index a library collection and the
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) by the National Library of Medicine (NLM)
can be used to index medical literature. B ecause the dictionary or lexicon is manually
constructed, usually by d omain experts, to cover a specific domain, it can take a long
time for a dictionary to be updated and the cost of maintaining currency is usually high,
particularly for domains where new terminology emerges frequently. Another problem
with the dictionary approach is that the dictionary is largely limited by the selection of
the experts to compile it.

4.2.2 Statistical Approach
The statistical approach makes use of distribution of words in the corpus to extract
phrases that are based on either frequency or appropriate statistical measures. One of the
earliest examples relied on statistics for phrases appearing in information retrieval
research by Salton and Lesk (1968) and later studied extensively by Fagan (1989). A
candidate phrase contains a phrase head from a pre-constructed dictionary along with cooccurring words selected such that the phrase length, domain of co-occurrence, and
proximity requirements are maintained. Fagan (1989) showed that statistical phrase
indexing was not significantly different from syntactic phrase indexing in retrieval
effectiveness, giving rise to an important debate in information. However, it should be
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kept in mind that current syntactic phrase indexing techniques have been improved
tremendously since the report was published.

In the English version of Xtract (Smadja, 1993) and the Chinese version of CXtract
(Fung, 1998), phrases are extracted by analyzing the collocation of bigrams. The z-score
measure for two words W and W is defined as

cr

where / is the average frequency over a window of 10 words, and a is the standard
deviation of / A two-word phrase is extracted when the z-score exceeds a certain
threshold, and longer phrases are formed by combining shorter phrases. However, both
Xtract and CXtract employ a shadow parser to improve the extraction results.

In the past, the statistical approach has been limited to analysis n-grams, where « is a
small number, usually less than or equal to 3 (Sproat & Shih, 1990; Khoo, Dai, & Loh,
2002). In order to analyze a large collection of text corpus by the statistical approach with
an unrestricted n, an efficient data structure for storage and searching, such as PAT-Tree,
PAT-array, and suffix array is necessary (Chien, 1997; Ong & Chen, 1999; Church &
Yamamoto, 2001). Chien was the first

to apply PAT-Tree to Chinese key phrase

extraction, whereas Ong and Chen extended the algorithm with an online frequency
update to improve extraction results. On the other hand. Church and Yamamoto applied
suffix array to the Japanese language. This class of algorithm extracts phrases when the
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mutual information (MI) or an equivalent measure (MF) for a phrase pattern c, with the
right and left sub-pattems, is greater than a threshold value:

(
MI = log.

P(c)

1

or MF

Pic)
P{left) + P{right) - P{c)

There is another class of statistical approach that uses machine learning algorithms. For
example, Feng and Croft (2001) do not rely on either part-of-speech tagging or syntactic
analysis but use a Markov model to extract phrases. The model-achieved extraction
results are comparable to those of other linguistic approaches for an English test corpus.

The advantages of the statistical approach are that it can be trained from a text corpus, it
is generally language-independent, and it does not require a dictionary. However, the
training-text corpus needs to be reasonably large. Low frequency phrases usually cannot
be extracted.

4.2.3 Linguistic Approach
The linguistic approach makes use of linguistic knowledge to extract phrases. Earlier
linguistic systems had small lexicons and were limited to the domain for which the
systems were tailored (Boguraev & Pustejovski, 1996). The availability of Penn
TreeBank's Brown and Wall Street Journal corpus (Marcus, Santorini, & Marcinkicwicz,

1993) and a series of Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) sponsored by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the 1990s greatly accelerated
computational linguistics research. Recent work in computational linguistics usually
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makes use of a large linguistically-tagged corpus for training and testing, which allows
the systems more easily to scale up to larger domains than do manually crafted systems.

A typical linguistic system employs a part-of-speech (POS) tagger to assign a POS tag to
every word in a sentence, such as tagging "artificial intelligence" as "artificial/A
intelligence/N", where A is for adjective and N for noun.

Tagging is difficult because

of lexical ambiguity and context dependency, but current implementations including
stochastic taggers (Church, 1988) and heuristic error-driven taggers (Brill, 1995) are able
to achieve above 90% F-measures. After tagging is complete, certain templates such as
N+ (information/N retrieval/N) or AN+ (artificial/A intelligence/N research/N) are used
to extract noun phrases. However, extracting noun phrases from a tagged sentence is still
complicated by ambiguities such as what patterns can be noun phrases and which is the
longest sequence among the noun phrases. Examples of English noun phrasers include
Chopper, and NPTool, AZ Noun Phraser (Tolle & Chen, 2001).

The development of a linguistic approach for languages other than English was slowed
by lack of the necessary comprehensive large-scale tagged corpuses. Recently, a few
tagged corpuses have been developed for Chinese, French, Spanish, and German by
Linguistic Data Consortium (http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/). Wu (2003) and Xue (2003)
employed a similar approach to Chinese, based on the new tagged corpus and reported
the results to be very good. As additional linguistic resources become available to other
languages and more research is conducted, the linguistic approach can become more
robust.
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In summary, while both the statistical and linguistic approaches are able to solve the outof-vocabulary problem of the dictionary approach, the linguistic approach is more
language-dependent and requires more extensive linguistic resources to be effective. This
research therefore used a language-independent statistical approach and relied on a large
collection of text to extract representative phrases from the text.

4.3 System Architecture and Algorithms
The proposed statistical approach for language- and domain-independent phrase
extraction was based on the Chinese Mutual Information algorithm introduced in Chapter
3, with extensions to process different languages and different domains. The current
system was implemented in Java object-oriented programming language because Java is
platform-independent, allowing the same system to run on many different types of
computers. In addition, Java supports the Unicode standard and provides encoding
conversion between Unicode and most of regional encodings, thereby meeting the goal of
supporting different languages. Although Java is not as fast as the natively compiled
binaries, i ts creator continues to improve p erformance and c lose any p erformance gap
(Cowell-Shah, 2004). Availability of Java programmers and ease of use usually outweigh
slight-to-moderate performance degradation, and the system was shown to be easily
integrated as a tool set to support text mining applications (Huang, Chung, Ong, & Chen,
2002; Ong, Chen, Sung, & Zhu, in press; Chung, Zhang, Huang, Wang, Ong, & Chen, in
press)
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By virtue of having the inheritance and polymorphism characteristics of an objectoriented programming language, the proposed system is able to use a consistent
framework to meet different requirements for different domains and languages. Although
the current implementation can process only select types of inputs and languages, other
types of both can be processed either by reusing existing classes or by extending the base
classes. For example, the Tokenizer class separates a sentence into its smallest units. The
subclass TokenizerChinese can be used for the Chinese language and other Asian
languages with minimal modifications, whereas the subclass TokenizerEnglish can be
used for English language and other alphabet-based languages.

Character
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Tokenizing

Encoder
-EncoderChineseBigS
-EncoderChineseGB
-EncoderWastern

Phrase
Output
Output
-OutputChinese
-OutputEnglish
-OutputSpanish

'"put
-InputText
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Ml & MIOutput
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(Include/
Exclude)
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+matchingsetlnclude
+matchingsetExclude

Retrieving
Intermediate
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Storing
Intermediate
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Storage
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Figure 4.2 Proposed Framework Of Domain- and
Language-Independent Phrase Extraction

4.3.1 Character Encoding
A computer operates on O's and I's so it represents letters and symbols in terms of O's
and I's. In the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), a character
is stored as one byte, which results in 256 possible codes by permutations of 8 bits of O's

or I's. The original ASCII standard uses only the first 128 codes (0 to 127), with the first
32 c odes r eserved f or n on-printing c ontrol c haracters, f ollowed b y 9 6 c ommonly u sed
English alphabet letters and symbols. For languages that have a lot more characters, it is
insufficient to store all the characters in one byte of 256 possible characters. In order both
to maintain compatibility with English computer systems and to incorporate the ability to
process a native language, regional encoding standards utilized an extended ASCII code
range to accommodate more characters (Lunde, 1998). For example, by using a high byte,
one in the extended range of 128-255, to signify the beginning of a native character and
to follow it with a low or a high byte, an encoding could store up to 128 x 256 or 32,768
different characters in a specially designed 2-byte sequence. The main drawback of any
character e ncoding s tandard i s t he i nability toe o-exist s imultaneously w ithout c onflict
with a second character encoding.

Unicode (2000) was adopted by many interested countries and organizations to meet this
challenge. The major change from the English system is that in the Unicode every
character is encoded by two bytes instead of one. Unicode is able to store up to 256x256
or 65,536 codes, allowing characters from different languages to co-exist in a single
computing environment without conflicts. The implemented system utilized the Unicode
as the internal encoding, but could read text stored in most regional encodings supported
in Java, such as Enghsh western encoding. Traditional Chinese Big5 encoding, and
Simplified Chinese GB encoding.
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4.3.2 Text Input
Different domains have their own collections of phrases that represent the content of the
textual knowledge within the domains. Therefore, the proposed approach needed to be
able to learn from a large collection of textual knowledge and to extract phrases relevant
to the domains represented. The data formats of a text collection usually are stored in
different formats. In the simplest of these, plain text or paragraphs of plain text files can
be used as input to the system. The Internet is probably the largest textual knowledge
base ever created. It uses HyperText Markup Language (HTML) format to annotate text.
HTML is a special case of Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) format so
the subclass InputSimpleSGML is able to read a text collection in both simple HTML and
SGML formats by eliminating all the SGML tags. Other proprietary and popular textual
input formats, such as Extensible Markup Language (XML) and direct fetching from
databases, can be readily incorporated into the system by extending the base class Input.

4.3.3 Tokenizing
After the system reads the text from the Input class, the first processing step is to break
sentences into smallest unit of analysis, tokens. For ideographic languages such as
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, the smallest unit of analysis is a character, which usually
is not separated by a space delimiter. On the other hand, for alphabetic languages such as
English, Spanish, and Arabic, the smallest unit of analysis is a word, which is usually
separated by a space delimiter or a punctuation mark.

In an inflectional language, words change form according to grammatical function. Most
alphabetic languages are inflectional. Common inflections include number and tense, as
in English. Highly inflected languages such as Spanish, French, and German also inflect
nouns and adjectives according to grammatical gender. On the other extreme of the
continuum, Chinese is non-inflectional and expresses plurals and possessives using
additional Chinese characters instead of inflection.

For inflectional languages, stemming is a programmatic way to reduce various inflections
to a single form to improve recall measurement (Porter, 1980). Savoy (2004) provides
stemmer programs written in C programming language for French, German, Italian,
Spanish, Finnish, Swedish, Arabic and Russian. These source codes are readily
incorporated into the tokenizing process. For English, a modified version of Porter
Stemmer is incorporated.

4.3.4 Filtering
The tokens generated by the tokenizing process may not be useful. For example, in
information retrieval research, a stop word list is commonly used to filter out commonly
used functional words, such as "and", "or", "a", "the", and many others. Savoy (2004)
also provides a list of stop words. In addition to word filtering, the system provides
phrase filtering and more sophisticated pattern matching filtering by which common
phrases such as "as if and "in spite of can be added to the filtering list. If numbers,
dates, and times are not important for a particular domain, pattern matching filters can be
used to filter out these tokens.
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4.3.5 Storing Intermediate Tokens
Once the tokens are extracted and filtered, the good tokens are stored in two files and
each token is assigned a unique ID number. The first file contains all pairs of ID numbers
and corresponding tokens. The second file records the sequence of token ID numbers that
corresponds to the sequence of tokens as they appear in the original text input. The use of
a token ID number, (a 4-byte integer value) instead of the actual token, which could vary
in length, saves storage space and also improves processing speed. In addition, it provides
a unified representation of all the tokens, independent of the language. This means the
statistical phrase extraction algorithm can treat all tokens as equal.

4.3.6 Retrieving Intermediate Tokens
Stored tokens need to be retrieved as input to feed the statistical phrase extraction
algorithm. There are three reasons for storing and retrieving the intermediate tokens
instead of feeding them directly to the statistical phrase extraction algorithm. First, when
the tokens from a text collection are bigger than the memory, the tokens can be divided
into equal partitions to be processed separately, with the results to be combined afterward.
Second, if the statistical phrase extraction algorithm needs to be run with different
parameters, it can be done immediately prior to the tokenizing step because the tokens
already have been stored. Third, when certain good phrases are not extracted, the relevant
intermediate tokens can be quickly retrieved to analyze the reasons to fine-tune the
system.
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4.3.7 Mutual Information Phrase Extraction Algorithm
After the intermediate tokens have been retrieved from a stored file, the Mutual
Information Statistical Phrase Extraction algorithm discussed in Chapter 3 is applied to
extract phrases from the text collection. However, the flexible architecture of the system
also allows substitution of other similar statistical phrase extraction algorithms. The
reason different languages can be processed by the same core algorithm is that the
tokenizing process has converted the language-dependent tokens into integer unique
token IDs, and the extraction algorithm can efficiently process these integer numbers.

The algorithm discussed in Chapter 3 was originally implemented in C++ programming
language, but the algorithm was re-implemented in Java, because support for Unicode
and conversion from other encodings was sporadic in C++, and few programmers were
familiar with C++, which is infamous for its difficult-to-master and error-prone use of
pointers. The new architecture and Java implementation was shown to have only 10 to 15
percent performance degradation compared with the C++ implementation.

4.3.8 Phrase Output
Once the statistical phrase extraction algorithms have identified phrases, the phrases
continue to be represented by their corresponding token IDs and need to be converted
back to the original tokens. Space can be used as a delimiter in different ways. For
Chinese, phrase output does not add spaces between the Chinese characters, a procedure
that also can be used for other Asian languages such as Japanese and Korean. On the
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other hand, Enghsh phrase output adds spaces the between Enghsh words, as it does for
other alphabetical languages such as Spanish and Arabic.

The extracted phrases are then manually checked for obvious extraction errors by
examining the top 20% most frequent phrases. Both extraction errors and non-contentbearing phrases can be added to the filter list. The statistical phrase extraction algorithm
can be rerun to improve the phrase extraction results.

In summary, the proposed architecture for statistical phrase extraction performed well
and its architecture could handle different languages and different formats from different
domains while remaining easy to understand and to integrate with other text mining
applications.

4.4 Evaluation Methodology
Mutual Information Statistical Phrase Extraction was shown in Chapter 3 to be effective
for the Chinese language, the most popular ideographic language. The approach proposed
was extended as a framework capable of applicability to different languages and different
domains for use with English language, the most popular alphabetic language. The
domain chosen for the experiment was medicine, because new terminology emerges so
frequently there in response to rapid advances in medical research. The linguistics-based
Arizona Noun Phraser (AZNP), reported to be among the best in extracting noun phrases
from medical text (Tolle & Chen, 2000), was used as a benchmark to measure the
effectiveness of the Mutual Information (MI) Statistical Phrase Extraction.
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There are many comprehensive and speciahzed databases medical knowledge sources for
medical research, captured in various online databases. For example, MEDLINE is the
National Library of Medicine's premier bibliographic database with more than 10 million
citations from over 4,600 biomedical journals published in the United States and 70 other
countries. C ANCERLIT, produced by the National C ancer Institute, i s a bibliographic
database focusing on cancer research literature and containing more than 1.3 million
citations and abstracts from over 4,000 different sources. CANCERLIT is updated by
more than 8,000 records every month, so new terminology emerges frequently from new
research findings. Part of CANCERLIT, 370,284 citations dated between December 1995
and August 1999, was used as the test collection, by using the text from titles and
abstracts to extract medical phrases. The test collection was about 930MB in size.

Based on the general characteristics of the statistical and linguistic approaches and
experiences in using them, both were found to have their own strengths and weaknesses.
Mutual Information (MI) Statistical Phrase Extraction were anticipated to achieve higher
precision b ecause t he e xtracted p hrases w ere p hrases t hat o ccurred w ith a c ertain p re
determined frequency although lower recall was expected because low-frequency phrases
that the linguistic-based Arizona Noun Phraser (AZNP) was able to extract could not be
identified. The following hypotheses were tested:

•

HI: AZNP achieved higher subject recall than ML

•

H2: MI produced higher precision than AZNP.

lA
In o rder t o compare t he e xtraction r esuhs, 1 0 abstracts w ith an a verage o f 2 30 words
(from 118 to 337), were randomly selected to ensure that each of them was long enough
to contain a number of phrases. A domain expert who was a graduate student in the
medical field

was asked to read the selected abstracts from the CANCERLIT test

collection and to select from them all the phrases she considered representative of the
abstracts. All the phrases selected by this expert and by both automatic approaches were
combined without distinguishing their origins in order to avoid bias or omissions of the
expert. The expert then went through the combined list to compile a final set of phrases
considered representative of the abstracts. That set of phrases then was used to compare
the performances of the approaches.

The experiment used subject recall and precision as performance metrics, similarly to
(Tolle & Chen, 2000). Subject recall is a measure of thoroughness, defined as the ratio of
the number of correct phrases to the number of phrases in the answer set.

b ect

II -

phrases selected by both program and expert
number of phrases selected by expert

On the other hand, subject precision is a measure of accuracy, defined as the ratio of the
number of correct phrases to the number of extracted phrases.

,.
subject precision

number of phrases selected by both program and expert
number of phrases generated by program
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Because MI could extract only phrases of more than one word, phrases used for
comparison in the experiment had at least two words, even though AZNP was able to
extract single-word nouns. When a phrase extracted by the program was not exactly the
same as that of the expert, a score of 0.5 was counted if the extracted phrase was
complete in meaning and overlapped with the expert's.

4.5 Results and Discussion
Table 4.1 tabulates the phrase extraction results by AZNP and MI, compared with the
expert's. On average, the expert selected 13.8 phrases per abstract, AZNP 30.6, and MI
10.4. AZNP selected many more phrases because it was trying to identify as many valid
noun phrases as possible through linguistic analysis, a goal that could lead to errors in
extraction. Subject recall and precision were calculated for each abstract as shown in
Table 4.1. The average subject recall and precision scores of 65% and 30%, respectively,
were similar to the results in (Tolle & Chen, 2000).

Abstract
L

AZ MP
Correct 1 Extracted Subject
Phrases Phrases
Recall

M
Extracted Subject Subject
Phrases
Recall Precision

No.

Answer
Phrases

1

11

4.5

19

41%

24'''o

7.5

10

68%

75%

2

15

11

28

73%

39%

9

12

60%

75%

Subject
Precision

Correct
Phrases

3

15

3

29

20%

10%

7

11

47%

64%

4

20

15

29

75%

52%

6.5

9

33%

72%

5
6

15

37

80%

32%

80%

80%

7

16

9.5

8
10

80%
50%

100%
80%

11

6.5

95%
59%
59%

48%
32%

8

20
30
34

12
8

15

10

12
9.5

19%

6

8

55%

75%

9

13

10

50

77%

20%

6

12

8

30

67%

27%

7

12%
23%

50%

10

12
9

Average

13.8

8.9

30.6

65%

30%

7.7

10.4

51%

75%

8

Table 4.1. Phrase Extraction Results.

78%
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Comparisons of AZNP and MI subject recall and precision are shown in Table 4.2.
AZNP achieved better recall than MI by 14%, but the difference was not statistically
significant, leading to rejection of hypothesis HI. Although by a statistically insignificant
difference, AZNP consistently extracted more relevant phrases than MI for most abstracts
in the experiment. Two exceptions were cases in which too many incorrect partial phrases
caused a drop in subject recall values. On the other hand, MI achieved better precision
than AZNP by 45%, which was a significant difference and therefore supported
hypothesis H2. The reason MI performed better because the more of the phrases it
extracted were considered relevant by the expert.

Difference

Paired T-test
P-vaiue

Subject recall

14%

.086

Subject precision

-45%

.000*

Table 4.2. Subject recall and precision comparison.

Although the numerical results revealed an overall comparison, examination of
systematic problems that were typically exhibited in the test collection further suggested
potential areas for improvement.

4.5.1 Problems of Linguistic Approach AZNP
1. Ambiguous noun-phrase forming rule. A noun phrase could be formed by two
smaller noun phrases and should not be treated as two noun phrases. For example,
"human T cell lymphotropic retroviruses" was incorrectly extracted as two noun
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phrases "human T cell" and "lymphotropic retroviruses"; "bone morphogenetic
protein 4 receptor in fibrodysplasia

ossificans progressiva" was incorrectly

extracted as "bone", "morphogenetic protein", "receptor in fibrodysplasia
ossificans", and "progressiva". In some cases, the surrounding context helped in
correct extraction. For example, "tumor necrosis factor-alpha" was correctly
extracted if followed by the verb "stimulates" but the last word was truncated if
followed by the preposition "with".
2. Ambiguity between participle and verb. Present or past participles may act as
adjectives and be part of noun phrases, such as "down-regulating adipocyte
differentiation" and ''prepared bacterial fusion protein", but in some cases they
may be verbs, as in "by down-regulating adipocyte differentiation" and "we
prepared bacterial fusion protein".
3. Incorrect treatment of slash (/) punctuation. Two words joined by a slash should
not

be

treated

as

a

single

word.

For

example,

"FITLV-I-associated

myelopathy/tropical spastic paraparesis" was incorrectly extracted as two phrases:
"HTLV-I-associated myelopathy/tropical" and "spastic paraparesis".
4. Inclusion of prepositions. Prepositions such as "of, "in", "for", and "with" were
captured by AZNP, which might or might not improve quality. For example,
"expression of viral proteins", a common medical usage, and "hyperfibrotic form
of Mielodysplastic syndromes" were correctly extracted, but "number of
adipocytes" and "effect of dietary oils" were extracted, which was syntactically
correct but not representative of content.
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5. Word "I" not as a pronoun. AZNP always treated "I" as a pronoun, resulting in
omission o f " I" i n "human T c ell 1ymphotropic v irus t ype I" a nd o ther s imilar
phrases.
6. Error associated with the word "that". AZNP sometimes incorrectly extracted
phrases with the word "that", as in "finding that several EBNA-1 peptides",
"inflammatory that both expressions", and "pool of epo-responsive erythroid
progenitor that".

4.5.2 Problems of Statistical Approach MI
1. Low frequency phrases. One of the biggest problems with MI was that phrases
with low frequency in the training text corpus would not be extracted. One way to
minimize the effect of this problem was to use a large collection of training text
corpus covering the normal usage. For some applications, the problem was less
important, because phrases with low frequency usually were not used in many
occasions and therefore could be safely ignored.
2. Phrase variations. MI was sometimes unable to distinguish phrases with minor
variations. Although it was able to extract both ''inducible nitric oxide synthase"
and ''inducible nitric oxide synthase gene expression", it could not extract
variations such as "inducible nitric oxide synthase system", "inducible nitric
oxide synthase protein", "inducible nitric oxide synthase cDNA".
3. Spelling error. MI was not able to extract infrequently misspelled phrases. For
example, in an abstract about "myelodysplastic syndrome", the author misspelled
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it as "mielodysplastic syndromes" once. MI was able to extract the correct version,
but not the misspelled version, whereas AZNP was able to extract both.
4. Stopword. Stop words might interfere with complete phrase extraction. For
example, the general words "reaction" and "transformation" could be part of
longer

phrases

such

as

"host

defense

reaction"

and

"lymphoblastic

transformation". Therefore, if they were put in the stop word list, those good
phrases would not be extracted.

4.5.3 Common Problems of Both AZNP and MI
1. Training and target sets. Both approaches used a training text corpus to train the
algorithms, so when the target set differed substantially from the training set, the
extraction results should be expected to degrade.
2. Acronyms inserted in parentheses. The test collections contained many acronyms
inserted within noun phrases, which prevented both phrase extraction approaches
from extracting entire noun phrases. For example, the acronjTn "VHL" was
inserted in "von Hippel-Lindau disease (VHL) gene". One potential solution for
this problem is to check the letters in parentheses against the initial letters of the
preceding words. However, acronyms could be created in different order or using
only some of the letters or using letters other than initials, as in "VHL gene
product (pVHL)" and "interferon beta (IFN beta)".
3. Ambiguous resolution of conjunctions "and" and "or". The conjunctions "and"
and "or" m ight n ot b e r esolved c orrectly without e xamining t he context o f t he
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sentence. For example, "destruction of myelin and axons" was incorrectly
extracted separately as "destruction of myelin" and "axons"; "olive oil- and beef
tallow-fed groups" as "olive oil-" and "beef tallow-fed groups"; and "wild-type or
mutant pVHLs" as "wild-type" and "mutant pVHLs".
4. Special notation. Neither approach was able to extract "(n-3) polyunsaturated
fatty acids (PUFA)" and "(n-6) PUFA", which contained a special notation "(n3)".

Both statistical and linguistic approaches to phrase indexing have advantages and
disadvantages. The statistical approach is appropriate when there is a large collection of
textual knowledge sources and the domain is specialized, increasing the success chance
for the statistical approach. However, the statistical approach usually suffers from low
frequency, where phrases occurring less frequently will not be extracted. On the other
hand, the linguistic approach does not inherently have this problem, because phrase
extraction is based on linguistic characteristics. However, since linguistic ambiguities are
inherent in natural languages, extraction errors cannot be completely e liminated in the
linguistic approach.

4.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented an extension of the Mutual Information Statistical Phrase
Extraction algorithm to create a language- and domain-independent model for phrase
indexing. The new architecture incorporates sufficient flexibility for tailoring it to be
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applied both to ideographic languages such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean and to
alphabetic languages such as English, Spanish, and Arabic.

An experiment was conducted to show that the proposed framework was suitable not
only for use with the ideographic languages for which it was originally developed, but
also with alphabetic languages. The experiment used a test collection from CANCERLIT
medical abstracts in English and showed that the framework achieved statistically
significant improvement of 45% in subject precision over the Arizona Noun Phraser,
which employs a linguistic approach. However, subject recall was 14% lower, which was
not statistically significant.

Successful phrase indexing could be used as the foundation for many text mining
applications, such as automatic knowledge-map generation, summarization, and crosslingual information retrieval. The proposed framework could potentially be extended to
other languages and applied to different domains, thereby making it possible to use textmining techniques to derive useful knowledge from their textual knowledge sources in
other languages.
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CHAPTERS.
KNOWLEDGE MAPS: A CASE STUDY IN CHINESE NEWS

5.1 Background
The information technology think tank Gartner Group defines Knowledge Management
(KM) as: "a discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing,
retrieving, sharing and evaluating an enterprise's information assets" (Gartner Group,
1998). Current information technology ably enables people to capture and access large
amounts of information in structured and semi-structured data and knowledge bases,
causing there to be more information available than humans can process, a phenomenon
commonly referred to as "information overload" (Blair & Maron, 1985; Chen, Martinez,
Ng, & Schatz, 1997). To alleviate information overload, current Knowledge Management
researchers are applying newer artificial intelligence and visualization techniques to
extract and visualize knowledge from the mass of information.

Information users usually employ one of two strategies to locate information of interest:
searching and browsing. First, the users search when they already have in mind a topic or
some keywords. Full-text information retrieval systems (Salton & McGill, 1983) and
Internet search engines such as Google and Alta Vista are typical examples of systems
that deal extensively with searching problems. Second, users browse when they do not
have a specific thing they want to look for, whether it be an unfamiliar area in which they
are interested and want to explore or something that has aroused curiosity. The research
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reported here primarily focuses on the browsing aspect of information seeking, because
providing hierarchical subject categories (akin to Yahoo! directory) or knowledge maps
(knowledge structures represented by a map metaphor) has been shown to be an effective
way to support browsing behaviors (Carmel, Crawford, & Chen, 1992; Chen, Houston,
Sewell, & Schatz, 1998; Lai & Yang, 2000; Marchionini, 1987; Marchionini &
Shneiderman, 1988).

The explosion of information has made manual efforts to create subject categories or
knowledge maps an overwhelming task. Furthermore, normal information users often are
not capable of navigating through a large space of information. An automatic approach to
creating subject categories or knowledge maps therefore is necessary to provide relief for
both the information creators and information users. In order to create such knowledge
structures from diverse information and knowledge sources, Gartner Group has suggested
a

bottom-up

approach

that

includes

data

extraction,

linguistic

analysis,

dictionary/thesaurus creation, semantic networks, clustering/categorization, and concept
yellow pages (Gartner Group, 1998). Our research follows this bottom-up approach by
extracting relevant phrases from a news collection using a statistical phrase extractor,
hierarchical categorizing, and visualizing the knowledge maps.

The challenges of this research are to create high-quality hierarchical knowledge maps
and to create effective visualizations for those knowledge maps. This research adopts an
automatic approach to generating a hierarchical knowledge map for knowledge sources,
in particular Chinese news sources. Through knowledge representation using Updateable
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PAT-Tree Phrase Extraction, clustering analysis using Self-Organizing Map, and
knowledge map visualization, our research aims to alleviate the problem of information
overload.

5.2 Automatic Knowledge Map for Chinese News
Although users' interactions with an information technology system could be a valuable
source of information, this research assumes that there exists content from which a map
can be derived, either directly or readily obtainable from the Internet. Chapter 2 has
reviewed existing approaches to generating knowledge maps. The following sections will
review the characteristics of news and why adaptation to Chinese content is important.

5.2.1 Internet News Portals
News is an important knowledge source for creating knowledge maps, since most people
still rely on reading the news to gather new information and useful knowledge. News
represents i mportant k nowledge a bout h uman a ctivities o n a d aily b asis, r anging f rom
pohtical and economic topics to health and science. For business people, the finance
section of a newspaper is a must to keep abreast of the current business environment and
activities. For general readers who are not health-care professionals, the health section of
a newspaper provides adequate coverage of health issues and knowledge relevant to
hving a healthy lifestyle. Compared with normal web pages, news is also an excellent
text mining testbed because it is usually written by a select group of reporters with strong
editorial support to ensure high quality.
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News Portals, such as Yahoo! News and Excite News, acts as an intermediary to deliver
the news created by news services such as Associated Press and Reuters with valueadded services and customization (Magho & Barrett, 2000). Some news portals, such as
CNN and MSNBC, also house their own writing staffs. However, current technology like
Google focuses mainly on sophisticated searching capabilities and personalization based
on self-selected categories or on collaborative filtering

(Konstan, Miller, Maltz,

Herlocker, Gordon, & Riedl, 1997) and relevant links to the news that the readers are
reading.

Currently, newspapers only broadly divide the news into different sections, which should
be sufficient if the readers quickly browse through the headlines to look for interesting
news o n a p articular d ay. H owever, t he d ivision i nto s ections i s i nsufficient w hen t he
readers are trying to understand a particular topic over a period of time.

One important value-added service that a news portal can provide is helping readers
understand news content. For instance, news editors routinely categorize interesting news
into special topics to attract readers. In the wake of the Enron investigation in the U.S.,
they might put together several news articles related to auditing practices from the past to
the present, to give readers a coherent story to explain and predict how those practices
will affect accounting conduct in the future.

Such special topics are valuable knowledge sources, but creating them is laborious and at
times costly. They demand a lot of an editor's cognitive skills and time. Most importantly,
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the topics are very limited in scope because they specifically target a particular segment
of their audience and are of little use for the rest of the users who are interested in other
topics.

In sum, the manual approach is costly and unable to keep up with the enormous and
growing volume of news. Therefore, an automatic approach can enhance this valuable
service by providing a hierarchical knowledge map to allow readers to browse different
evolving topics in a timely manner.

5.2.2 Chinese Content
According to an AC Nielsen survey released on April 22, 2002, the United States has the
highest number of Internet users at home; 166 miUion people. China is second with
around 56.6 million households (Nua Internet Surveys, 2002). However, the number
represents only 5.5% of the Chinese population. In addition, an earlier study by China
Internet Network Information C enter (CNNIC) released on February 2 0, 2 001 showed
that 76% of Chinese Intemet users access Chinese-language information (Nua Internet
Surveys, 2001). Therefore, the need for Chinese information sources is huge and growing
fast.

Information R etrieval r esearch h as a 1 ong t radition i n E nglish, w hereas IR r esearch i n
Chinese is relatively new. The foundation of Information Retrieval is indexing, the
process of representing a document with a vector of terms (Salton & McGill, 1983).
Multi-word phrases are preferred to single words, because phrases capture a richer
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linguistic representation of a document (Anick & Vaithyanathan, 1997). A Chinese
sentence is made up of a consecutive sequence o f Chinese characters, so the indexing
task becomes extracting the longest meaningful sequence of characters. Unlike English,
which has already developed many linguistically based approaches, the Chinese indexing
problem is still an active research area, due to the lack of linguistic clues in the Chinese
language. Since linguistically based Chinese phrase extractors are not yet successful and
a dictionary approach is limited to coverage of new vocabulary, a statistical approach is
often adopted for Chinese (Chien, 1997; Ong & Chen, 1999; Yang, Luk, Yung, & Yen,
2000). Based on our previous research, we selected a variation of the Updateable PATTree Phrase Extraction approach to extract phrases for indexing purpose. This technique
is able to extract long, precise Chinese phrases.

This research aims to apply newer neural-network based categorization techniques to
Chinese knowledge sources. We are optimistic that the automatic approach will work
well for Chinese content, because the document representation used by the categorization
technique is generic, and our indexing technique is able to provide precise phrases that
are representative of the documents.

5.3 NewsMap: Facilitating Knowledge Browsing Over Chinese News
This section explains in detail the analysis algorithms, testbed, and visualization interface
for the system. Figure 5.1 shows the high-level process for automatically generating
hierarchical knowledge maps. The key analysis algorithms are statistically based Chinese
Indexing and neural-network based SOM Categorization. We used Chinese news as our
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testbed and visualized the results of hierarchical knowledge maps by a combination of
Internet browser and Java applet.

Chinese
News

Chinese
Indexing

SOM
Categorization

Hierarchical
Knowledge
Maps

Visualize

Figure 5.1. High-level process for automatic
hierarchical knowledge map generation.
5.3.1 Analysis Algorithms

5.3.1.1 Chinese Phrase Extractor

Statistically based phrase extraction has roots in collocations, which are defined as
arbitrary and recurrent word combinations (Choueka, Klein, & Neuwitz, 1983; Church &
Hanks, 1990; Smadja, 1993). However, longer phrases constructed from bigrams occur
more frequently, and the computation model is not scalable. For a domain specific corpus,
identifying the rigid noun phrases, which are a type of collocations, are more important,
because of specialized vocabulary and usage. Based on efficient data structure and
searching algorithms, the PAT-Tree Phrase Extraction Approach (Chien, 1997; Ong &
Chen, 1999) is an iterative process of identifying significant lexical patterns by
examining the statistical frequencies and co-occurrences of sequences of Chinese
characters. Mutual information is a metric that measures how frequently a pattern occurs
in the corpus, relative to its sub-patterns:
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MI^=
^left ^

frightf.

fc

Figure 5.2 shows the Chinese phrase "artificial intelligence" (AX^^), which is a
pattern of interest. The left and right sub-patterns are partial words that are not
meaningful in Chinese. Therefore, they are less likely to occur on their own but are most
likely to co-occur with meaningful pattern c. In this case, all three frequencies are equal,
so MIc is high and close to 1, which means pattern c is likely to be a good phrase. On the
other hand, if MIc is low and close to 0, the pattern c is not likely to form a phrase.

c =AX|3S "artificial intelligence"
left =AXW
right =

(partial word, no meaning)
(partial word, no meaning)

Figure 5.2. A potential pattern for a Chinese phrase and its sub-patterns.

The basic algorithmic requirement for this approach to work is that it must be able to
calculate the frequencies quickly. That means it needs both an efficient d ata structure,
such as semi-infinite string representation, and an efficient search algorithm, such as
PAT-Tree, PAT array, and suffix array, that makes it feasible to analyze a large training
corpus (Baeza-Yates & Gonnet, 1996; Manber & Myers, 1993).

The algorithm first looks for the longest available character sequences. For each length,
extract all the possible phrases of a particular length, and repeat this process until there
are no more phrases of this length to be extracted. Then the algorithm moves to the next
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smaller 1ength. T he c riterion for a p attem t o b e extracted i s t o p ass t he thresholds for
predetermined frequency and mutual information value.

After the phrase has been extracted, all its sub-patterns, whether valid or invalid, may
also be extracted, which could potentially increase the errors in phrase extraction.
Therefore, our extension of updateable data structure (Ong & Chen, 1999) supports
online updates to decrease the frequency of the extracted phrase pattern. This ensures that
the invalid sub-patterns will not survive because frequency reduction of the longer pattern
will also decrease the frequency of those invalid sub-patterns. However, the valid subpattems may still survive as long as they exist independently and pass the mutual
information threshold.

This approach is language-independent in nature because it only cares about the
frequency of the co-occurring good phrases. With the appropriate choice of analysis units,
such as character for Chinese and word for English or other western languages, one can
in theory extend this approach to phrase extraction in many other languages. In our
previous research (Ong & Chen, 1999), we compared with a PAT-Tree approach (Chien,
1997) and found that our updateable approach improve recall from 0.19 to 0.43 and
precision from 0.52 to 0.70.

5.3.1.2 SOM Categorization

In order to generate a hierarchical knowledge map, the system needs to be able to
categorize all the indexing terms and group the broader categories on a higher level while
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putting t he n arrower s ubcategories u nder o ne o f t he b reader c ategory. In a ddition, t he
placement of the categories must be semantically related. Our previous research has
concluded that a variant of the Kohonen self-organizing feature map (SOM) is a suitable
candidate. Its ability to label the clusters created and its two-dimensional output makes
SOM appropriate for visualizing clusters. A scaleable multi-layered graphical SOM
approach t o Internet categorization d eveloped i n o ur p revious r esearch can b e u sed t o
create an intuitive, graphical display of the important concepts contained in textual
information (Chen, Schuffels, & Owig, 1996; Orwig, Chen, & Nunamaker, 1997). In
addition, SOM was found to perform at least as well as other clustering algorithms in
clustering text documents (Roussinov & Chen, 1999). Below we describe the steps of the
multi-layered SOM algorithm:

1.

Initialize input nodes, output nodes, and connection weights. After removing
stopwords, we use the top 1000 frequent Chinese terms extracted from our news testbed
as the input vector, because other less-frequent terms are less likely to be selected as
main topics. We then create a 20-by-20 two-dimensional map of 400 output nodes to
support placement of important topics. Next, we initialize all the connection weights to
small random numbers.

2.

Present all news articles in order. We represent each news article by a vector of
1000 indexing terms and present them to the system.

2.

Compute distances to all nodes. We compute distance dj between the input and
each output node j.
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4.

Select winning node j* and update weights to node j* and neighbors. We select
winning n ode j* as t hat o utput n ode w ith m inimum dj. T hen w e u pdate w eights for
node7 * a nd i ts n eighbors tor educe t heir d istances (between i nput n odes a nd o utput

nodes).
5.

Label regions in map. After the network is trained through repeated presentation
of all inputs, we assign a label to each output node by choosing the one corresponding
to the indexing term with the largest weight (winning term). Neighboring nodes that
contain the same labels are merged to form a region. Similarly, we submit each

document as input to the trained network again and assign it to the winning node on the
map. The resulting knowledge map thus represents regions of important categories (the
more i mportant t he concept, t he 1 arger t he r egion) a nd n ews a rticles a re a ssigned t o
their corresponding regions.
6.

Apply the a bove s teps re cursivelyf or Iarge regions. F or each m ap region that
contains more than 100 news articles, we conduct a recursive procedure of generating
another self-organizing map until each region contains no more than 100 news articles.

5.3.2 Testbed: A Chinese News Collection
The testbed news collection was provided by the one of the biggest Taiwanese news
companies, which publishes seven Chinese newspapers in Taiwan and around the world,

both in print and online. The articles were provided in a 600MB Microsoft Access
database and dated from September 1999 to April 2000 for a total of 331,156 news
articles. Currently, the articles are assigned into a main section and seven subsections
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each day. The main section consists of the newspaper's front page and news not assigned
to any of the seven subsections. As news articles accumulate over time, it becomes
difficult for any user to browse within any subsection, as evidenced by the large number
of news articles in Table 5.1, which incorporates a collection of less than one year.

The news primarily focused on Taiwanese local interests; regional and international news
is included if sufficient interest is expressed by readers. For example, regional and
international politics, finances, and major events are covered regularly. In addition, many
readers follow the news of U.S. National Basketball Association (NBA) games in the
Sports section and the activities of Hollywood actors and actresses are reported in the
Entertainment subsection.

Section
• Articles
216,217
Main
1. Health
6,343
2. Finance
63,386
3. Sports
18,050
4. Society
4,340
5. Lifestyle
7,956
6. Entertainment
10,151
7. Travel
4,713
Total
331,156
Table 5.1. Distribution of news
articles in different sections.
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5.3.3 Knowledge Map Visualization
The NewsMap visualization interface (Figure 5.3) includes both a ID alphabetical
expandable hierarchical list and a 2D SOM island display, because list-oriented users and
spatially-oriented users may perform better in one than in the other.

The advantage of the 2D SOM display is that the spatial proximity between categories
corresponds with their semantic proximity. Furthermore, the 2D SOM display is
improved by introducing an ocean-and-island metaphor that is more intuitive and
conveys more visual clues. Each category appears as an island in the ocean, with a
surrounding light blue color to represent shallow water and different layers of green
shades to indicate the number of depth in the levels of subcategories. Another visual clue
is that the size of the island gives an estimate of the number of news articles contained in
the category.

When the user first enters the system, the top-level knowledge map always shows up,
which is the map at the top of Figure 5.3. The circled category of "semiconductor" (4^^
|§) has three layers of green shades, which indicates that the user can click on the
category and go down two more levels. As the user clicks on this category, both the ID
and 2D displays are updated. In the ID display, the hierarchical list is expanded and the
selected category is highlighted. The 2D display is replaced by the newly selected sublevel map for "semiconductor"

The traversal path is shown just above the 2D

display to remind the user of his/her current position. The interface also provides a back
button, so the user can get back to the previous screen easily. All the categories at the

lowest level are represented by a light green shade, which will bring up the news articles
when the user double-chcks on it.

Figure 5.3 shows a series of views of the Financial NewsMap, which reacts to the user's
clicking on selected categories. On each map, similar categories are placed close to each
other. For example, on the top level, "semiconductor"

"Taiwan Semiconductor

Manufacturing Company" ('•Ir '®), "electronic stocks"

and "high-tech" (rijf4

15) are placed close to each other, because they describe the high-tech industry in Taiwan.
On t he o ther h and, " Ministry o f E conomic A ffairs" (p|5), " income t ax" (
"real estate properties"

"the Kuomintang"

Economic Planning and Development"

and "Council for

are all representative of government

business involvement and are placed at the upper right hand comer.

As the user zooms into the second level for "semiconductor" (4^^*^), other meaningful
subcategories show up, such as "Intel"

"computer memory"

"Personal Computer" (filAliM), and "the Intemef

Next, the user can

zoom into the third level for "Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company" ('•H'B),
where he/she can see its competitors "Mosel Vitelic"
When the user double-clicks on its CEO "Morris Chang"

and "Winbond"
it brings up all the

news articles with all the labels of selected categories being highlighted in red.
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Figure 5.3. The knowledge map visualization for NewsMap. The example
shows the user clicks through different sub-levels to the news articles.
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5.4 Evaluating Quality of Knowledge Map
In order to determine the quality of the knowledge map generated by our approach, we
conducted an experiment that compared the system-generated list of categories with those
generated by the Taiwanese news readers. Our proposed research question is:

Are the categories in the hierarchical knowledge map created by the NewsMap system
comparable to categories created by readers?

5.4.1 Experiment Design and Procedure
Based on our past research in SOM, we believed that SOM would be able to perform
comparably with an average human subject for a categorization task. The reason for this
is that when SOM creates a knowledge map, it is more comprehensive by using important
indexing terms generated from actual news content. On the other hand, although an
average reader has more sophisticated mental processing capability, he/she may generate
a m ap t hat i s 1 ess c omprehensive b ecause h e/she i s 1 imited b y h is/her ability t o recall
important related topics. Therefore, we hypothesize that NewsMap would produce better
topic recall and precision than human readers from actual news articles:

• HI a: NewsMap has better recall at the top level.
• Hlb: NewsMap has better recall at the sub-level.
• H2a: NewsMap has better precision at the top level.
• H2b: NewsMap has better precision at the sub-level.
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The experiment measured recall and precision of topics generated by our system and
human readers. Subject recall is a measure of thoroughness or the ratio of correct
selection to the answer set.

subject recall =

system recall =

number of categories selected by both subjects and expert
^
2
::
number of categories selected by expert

number of categories selected by both system and expert
^
2
^
£
number of categories selected by expert

On the other hand, precision is a measure of accuracy or the ratio of correct selection to
the selection set.

,
number of categories selected by both subjects and expert
subject precision =
number of categories generated by subject

system precision

number of categories selected by both system and expert
number of categories generated by subject

Since there is no well-established hierarchical knowledge map for news articles that can
serve as the benchmark for comparison, the experiment employed two experts to create a
standard answer key from which the recall and precision values could be calculated. The
experts were a Taiwanese Ph.D. student and an experienced Taiwanese business
executive who had lived in Taiwan for more than 20, and read Taiwanese news online
every day. The procedure used to create the answer key was as follows.
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Once all the subjects had completed the experiments, the lists from both the system and
the subjects were combined for each separate section on top-level and various sub-levels.
In order to make the universe of answers more complete, the domain experts had been
asked to come up with their own hst of 15 to 25 categories. They then independently
created a standard answer key based on their own list and the combined lists. The
combined lists were sorted in alphabetically order such that they could not identify
whether the categories came from the system or subjects. Some categories were
considered equivalent, due to abbreviation or alternate wording. After the experts
compiled their own answer keys, they compared and debated with each other to create a
standard answer key which was used as the benchmark for comparison.

The experiment tried to limit the scope to only the finance and health subsections,
considered to be relevant to most readers. Below is the experiment procedure.

1. To evaluate the top level knowledge map, the task was to ask a subject to write down,
from his/her memory, a list of 15 to 25 categories that he/she thought best corresponded
to the section of news articles that appeared in newspapers the subject had read in the past.
The range 15 to 25 was chosen because it is comparable to the number of categories
generated by the system and it would be sufficient to provide topic coverage.

2. To evaluate the sub-level knowledge map, two categories were randomly chosen from
the top-level map, and the task was to ask the subject to list 15 to 25 subcategories that
best described each of the two categories.
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Each subject was given a total of 6 tasks, with 1 top-level task and 2 sub-level tasks in
both the finance and health sections. The experiment subjects performed all the tasks
without the help of external resources. The subject was told to take as much time as
necessary. The selected sub-level categories for the finance section were "the Internet"
"semiconductor" (4-^IS), "insurance companies"
"Ministry of Economic Affairs"
"pregnancy"

^J), and

whereas the health section had "diabetes" (|l§

"eye" (BMSf), and "joint" (ISffi).

Since the news articles originated from Taiwan and contained topics of local interest, the
experiment was conducted using 30 Taiwanese students as experiment subjects.

5.4.2 Results and Discussion
In the pilot study, there had been one Chinese student, but we soon found that the
vocabulary differences between China and Taiwan were more complex than a difference
between simplified and traditional characters. For example, the Chinese name of
"Vanguard International Semiconductor Corp." (was understood literally as
"world advanced" for Chinese people, yet the Taiwanese instantly recognize it as a
leading semiconductor company. In fact, these less obvious differences caused some
subjects to spend a lot of time figuring out the meaning of the categories. Therefore, the
experiment used only Taiwanese students as subjects.
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After the experts had produced the standard answer key, recall and precision were
calculated for both system and subjects. Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show that the data
supported all the hypotheses with a confidence level of .05.

Level
Top-level
Sub-level

I.cvel
Top-level
Sub-level

T

Sy.stem Human
N Pairwise p-value
19.3%
60
0.1298
20.9%
0.0000*
120
24.3 % 18.0%
Table 5.2. Recall measure comparison.

Sv.slcm ' Human
N Pairwisc p-value
19.9°n
60
0.0012*
15.6%
0.0000*
32.1%
120
21.2%
Precision
measure
comparison.
Table 5.3

Table 5.4 shows the categories selected by the experts, the system, and a sample subject
for the sub-level category "semiconductor"

The top half of the table shows the

matches between the experts and the system or the subject, and the bottom half simply
lists the other non-matching categories. The categories selected by the experts were
representative of the semiconductor industry.

5.4.2.1 Recall

The difference between sy stem r ecall and human recall was not significant on the top
level (rejecting HI a), but was significant on the sub-level (accepting Hlb). We believe
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the reason was that on the top level the potential pool of candidates was larger so the
subjects had more difficulty in recalling the categories from their memory. However, on
the sub-level, the subjects had less difficulty because they were focusing on a more
specific category.

For example. Table 5.4 shows 7 categories selected by the system matched the experts'
selection. Only 5 categories selected by the subject matched the experts' selection.
Therefore, the system recall was higher than the subject recall, because the system was
able to select from top 1000 indexing terms during the training, while the subject was
limited by his/her own knowledge and working memory. Interestingly, two additional
categories, "Winbond"

and "Morris Chang"

chairman of Taiwan

Semiconductor Manufacturing Company) later appeared in one of the system-generated
subcategories "Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company" ("nlMlS)-
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L Xpert
'(-glials® (semiconductor business)
(semiconductor supplier)
riliffi® (Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company)
I'liilMI (wafer),
(8 incli
wafer),
-| -—IhtliaH (12 inch wafer)
iii'iHIft-T (fabless foundry)
I'inHj® (fabrication foundry)
(electronic stocks)
(zero component)
®[i'Pi(United Microelectronics Corp)
i iinfirilJx (stock options)
lfrt''j?41MSI1Bi(Hsinchu Science-based
Industrial Park)
(Vanguard)
(semiconductor design)
(Morris Chang)
'I'f Will (Robert Tsao)
uui 'rJi'liM (chip package)
(Winbond)
'('B"f'|ffM(new high-tech stock
millionaire)
'fllli!f^-K(circuit board)

Sysloiii

Subject

(semiconductor business)
'|-^S'®MIKf(semiconductor supplier)
fjtE|'fj|(Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company)

•uW'fiKTaiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company)
mH (wafer)

iSnBlft-Vr. (fabless foundry)
mlRl)® (fabrication foundry)
I'l /'lili (electronic stocks)
(zero component)
®Vli;(United Microelectronics Corp)
)ia::4'{(stock)*
ifft'r(Hsinchu)*, 'f4'^-Hsi|liM(Sciencebased Industrial Park)*
y'Ji'iij1'^ff5(Powerchip)
•ftW4^^flS(Taiwan Semiconductor)
iii'lflfdntel)
MAm®i(PC)
RLl'lfil)s(memory)
iHjl4S(high-tech)
tS^iPjlt'Sdnternet)

1 iJ-l#fi'i-f=/'f?(niarket share)
(annual production)
IH3!|oJii!t;(enterprise spy)
Ii|i|ij7'l'/®(technical upgrade)
'fS /' f"i®(electronic factory)
''r-I^KMx(year-end stock bonus)
)c!!)R-tti2Si'i(new factory location)
fif jS(remuneration)
<^ii:'ii'ifi'fffl(product price)

Table 5.4. Comparing the terms selected by expert, system, and a sample subject for
the category "semiconductor". Top half shows matches between expert and system
or subject. The equivalent categories are marked with *.
5.4.2.2 Precision

The system precision is significantly lower than human precision on the top level
(rejecting H2a), but the reverse is true on the sub-level (accepting H2b). On the top-level,
the system might not match many of the humans' common-sense top-level categories, so
the system performed poorly in precision compared to human subjects. We believe the
reason might be that the domain-specific terms extracted by the system help more in the
more specific sub-levels than in the more general top level.

For example, Table 5.4 shows that for a sub-level category, half of the categories selected
by the system matched the experts' selections, whereas only about one-third of the
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categories selected by the subject matched the experts' selections. Therefore, the system
precision was higher than the subject precision.

5.5 Evaluating Visuahzation
While the previous section evaluated the quality of the knowledge map generated, this
section presents an experiment investigating the effectiveness of the map interface in
conveying the knowledge map to its users. The ID alphabetically ordered subject
hierarchy has a long history of delivering information having hierarchical relationships,
but an entire list can become unmanageable as the size of hierarchy increases. In addition,
the ID display does not display information about semantic relationships among siblings.
On the other hand, the 2D display of SOM not only presents semantic proximity through
spatial proximity, but also utilizes visual cues such as size and color to deliver rich
information about each category. For instance, the size of each category on a map
indicates t he n umber o f d ocuments w ithin t hat category, w hile t he c olors s pecify h ow
deep a user can go along a sub-tree.

However, the effectiveness of a hierarchical SOM was not supported by a previous
empirical study that found users getting lost during browsing of noisy Internet web pages
(Chen, Houston, Sewell, & Schatz, 1998). NewsMap, which was generated by using a
much more precise and coherent news article testbed, adds a path indicator on the top of
the map to specify the position of the map under investigation in the hierarchy. We hope
such improvements, along with other visual cues such as color and size, show the
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differences between a ID and a 2D SOM display in facilitating different information
acquisition and evaluation tasks.

5.5.1 Experiment Design and Procedure
Previous human computer interaction (HCI) research has provided a low-level, domainindependent taxonomy of tasks that users can perform when confronted with an interface,
such as associate, cluster, compare, identify, locate, rank, etc. (Wehrend & Lewis, 1990;
Zhou & Feiner, 1998). The "de-featuring" approach maps the domain-independent
taxonomy of tasks into a specific domain. Such mapping ensures that only the
visualization component will be evaluated. Because this approach has been shown to be
valuable in evaluating a graphical interface (Morse & Lewis, 2000), we adopted it to
evaluate the interface of NewsMap instead of conducting a conventional usability test.
We believe understanding the differences between the two interfaces in supporting
different types of tasks may provide argument for selecting the NewsMap as an
alternative interface. Based on the information and the functionality provided by the
graphical interface, we selected three types of task whose definition and example tasks
are presented in Table 5.5.
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Task Type
Identify

Compare

Associate

Definition
Find a visual object
based on certain
attribute value.
Compare based on
certain attribute.
Form relationships
between objects.

Siiiiiplc l:.\pcrinicnkii Task
Which category is a sub-category of "insurance
companies"
Which of the following categories has more sublevels? "semiconductor"
or "electronic
stocks " (or equal.
Please list categories that are ancestors of
"ChungHwa Telecom " (

Table 5.5. Definitions and example tasks of the three types selected.

The experiment involved twenty subjects who are students from Taiwan. A subject
completed two sessions: Finance News SOM vs. ID display and Health News SOM vs.
ID display. Two sets of task were designed for each session and each task set contained
three tasks to cover the three task types. During each session, a subject used one type of
interface to finish a task set and used another interface to finish the second task set. The
order of using interface type and the session order were randomly assigned to each
subject. In addition, the task set was also randomly assigned to an interface type. During
the experiment, subjects could take as long as they wanted to accomplish a task, but had
to finish tasks one by one. Looking ahead was not allowed.

Since a subject could find correct answers using either interface type, task completion
time alone was used to measure efficiency of the two interface types. During and after
each session, a subject was encouraged to think aloud and gave feedback on the interface
used.
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5.5.2 Results and Discussion
A one-way ANOVA test was run to compare the difference between the ID and 2D
displays and results were shown in Table 5.6. The two interface types were considered to
have significant difference when the P value was smaller than 0.05. The experiment
results were analyzed based on task types.

• Identify tasks required subject to search the hierarchy and browse the sub-categories of
a category. Either of the interface type required only one click to display sub-categories
of a category of interest. A subject then browsed the sub-categories over a list or a
SOM map to obtain the answer. It appeared that this task was easy for both interface
types and no significant difference was found between the ID and 2D interfaces in the
identify task.
• Compare tasks required a subject to do a sibling comparison. He/she needed to traverse
the hierarchy to the correct level of comparison. The visual cues provided by the SOM
map made it easier for a subject to accomplish this task. The color shade of a category
indicated how deep the sub-tree was, whereas it took a subject several clicks to figure
out how many levels of the ID interface he/she could go down. As a result, using a 2D
interface was significantly more efficient in accomplishing the compare task than its
ID counterpart.
• Associate tasks asked a subject to identify the ancestor-descendent relationships among
different nodes. This is more complicated than the other two task types. Both the ID
and 2D interfaces took the same number of clicks for a subject to get correct answer if
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he/she was on the correct path. However, it usually took several clicks for a subject to
get on the right path. A subject experienced overload when scrolling back and forth on
a ID interface. At the same time, he/she had difficulty in remembering which sub-trees
had been traversed when the SOM map was used. Overall, no significant difference was
found between the two interface types in associate task.

Level
ID (second) 2D (second) p-value
Identify
20.32
18.23
0.38
Compare
63.85
28.62
0.00*
Associate
55.30
0.43
53.12
Table 5.6. Task completion time (in seconds) as
measure of efficiency.

Based on subjects' feedback and our observation, both interface types had their own
advantages and disadvantages. Subjects liked the ID display because they were
accustomed to the folders arrangement through familiarity with the Microsoft Windows
environment. It was easier to find a correct path systematically when using a ID display.
On the other hand, the 2D SOM map provided more visual cues and delivered richer
information about each node within a hierarchy. It used spatial location for the semantic
relationship among categories, size for the number of documents within a category, and
color shades for the number of levels beneath a category. Those features enable easy
sibling comparison. Based on the experiment results, it appears that the best strategy for
using the NewsMap interface is to use the ID display for the path management when
traversing the hierarchy and to utilize the 2D SOM map to compare categories on the
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same level. The combination of ID and 2D displays appears to be a promising approach
to displaying knowledge structures with hierarchical relationships.

5.6 Conclusions and Future Directions
This research attempted to create high quality hierarchical knowledge maps and to
suggest effective map-based visualizations. We employed an automatic approach to
generating hierarchical knowledge maps by using a statistical Chinese Indexer to
represent news articles as a vector of phrases and a neural-network SOM Categorizer to
reduce high dimensional vector space onto two dimensional hierarchical knowledge maps.
The first experiment showed that the categories generated by the system performed
significantly better than the categories generated by human subjects in terms of recall and
precision on the sub-level categories, but not on the top-level categories. The system was
partially successful in capturing key indexing terms and reducing the high dimensional
vector space representation to a two-dimensional map, thus overcoming the limitations of
a human working memory. The second visualization experiment showed that meaningful
visual cues in the display could reduce the time needed for task completion. For other
tasks both displays performed similarly. However, some users were used to ID, while
others preferred 2D. Our future research will try to incorporate the best features of one
display into the other, so that a combination of both displays can better serve the users'
needs in the future.

This research also represents the first step toward successfully extending this approach
beyond the English-language to Chinese-language information analysis and visualization.
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Our language-independent indexing method combined with the generic SOM
categorization technique potentially can be extended to analysis of many other
knowledge sources in different languages. By relying on Java's Unicode capability, a
new Java implementation of the PAT-Tree Phrase Extraction has been completed, and
new research is under way to apply this approach to Spanish, Tamil and English to
determine its external validity. Furthermore, a multilingual entity extraction system could
be developed to support "business intelligence" by answering more targeted questions,
such as "What are the major acquisitions of company X?" and "Who are the major
competitors of company X?".
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CHAPTER 6.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This dissertation research investigated application of a statistical approach to phrase
indexing to different languages and different domains through use of a unified framework.
It further explored the use of phrase indexing results that reveal relationships among
underlying textual knowledge sources as input to text mining applications like automatic
knowledge map generation for online news. A prototype system and experiments showed
encouraging results. The final chapter reviews major contributions of the work, discusses
its relevance to business and MIS research, and suggests possible future research
directions.

6.1 Contributions
This dissertation presents a unified framework for phrase indexing for different languages
and different domains. For ideographical languages, an experiment was conducted to
demonstrate improvement of online updating frequency over Chien's statistical approach
in Chinese. For alphabetic languages, another experiment was conducted to show that, in
English, the proposed approach was comparable to or better than the linguistic approach
of Arizona Noun Phraser.

The phrase indexing system that resulted from this dissertation research was implemented
in the Java object-oriented language. Currently, the system can process Chinese and
English, while a team is extending it to process Spanish and Arabic. Initial results are
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promising. The system's unified and flexible architecture allows addition of other
languages by modifying or extending existing Java classes that are language-specific.
Similarly, additional input from other domains can be added by modifying or extending
Java classes for input handling.

An automatic hierarchical knowledge map system has been implemented to generate
neural-network self-organizing maps that represent an underlying large collection of
textual knowledge sources to alleviate information overload. An experiment showed that
the c ategories g enerated b y t he N ewsMap s ystem w ere b etter t han t hose g enerated b y
regular news readers. Another experiment showed that the visual cues of the 2D SOM
display improved users' browsing behaviors.

This dissertation has demonstrated that statistical phrase indexing and text mining
applications such as knowledge map generation can be combined effectively to analyze
large collections of textual knowledge sources. The language independence of the
proposed statistical phrase indexing method could possibly be used for languages that are
not as well-studied as English and could pave the way for advanced text mining
applications in other languages.

6.2 Relevance to Business, Management, and MIS
Database applications support very efficient management of numerical data for business
transactions. They have become an integral part of our nation-wide banking systems.
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travel reservation systems, and many others. We do not even think about them unless
they break down.

A second wave of innovative use of computer technology is represented by the use of a
tremendous collection of numerical data that have been stored in databases. Since every
purchase made through a credit card has been stored somewhere in a database, credit card
companies can use data mining techniques to harness the past history of purchasing
behaviors to create an automatic way to identify possible credit card fraud and thereby to
protect customers and themselves.

The third wave of innovative use of computer technology focuses on richer content, such
as multimedia and text. Although computers still cannot fully understand multimedia and
textual context, there is great potential for numerous computer applications in this are.
For example, face recognition and biometric identification could be used to enhance
national security, and high-speed Internet has made virtual workforce a reality.

The Internet can be viewed as one of the largest textual knowledge sources. Recent
improvements of search engines such as Google and Yahoo! have made searching textual
information much easier by using suitable search query kejwords. Businesses have built
large collections of textual knowledge, in such forms as financial news and reports, SEC
filings, industry analysis, best practices, case reports and studies, project documentations,
and others.
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Similarly to data mining, text mining aims to convert textual data into useful knowledge.
This dissertation research employed a statistical phrase indexing approach to establish
knowledge representation as the foundation for text mining applications. News is an
example of a knowledge source in business, and was selected in this research to show that
an automatic hierarchical knowledge map can create visualization of a news collection.
The same framework could be applied to other business knowledge sources. Furthermore,
as the world economy becomes more and more integrated, regional languages continue to
remain popular regionally. This dissertation describes a language- and domainindependent framework that can make it possible for different businesses speaking
different languages to benefit from text-mining applications.

6.3 Future Directions
Although the framework is language- and domain-independent, an application to a
specific language and domain will require some special work in order to be effective for
those who will use it. Being shown that it works for someone else's language or another
domain would not be particularly interesting. However, finding the right combination of a
language in a particular domain could be highly rewarding. For example, politically highrisk regions could provide an interesting application for the intelligence community as it
gathers and analyzes intelligence sources in Arabic or Indonesian. In addition,
investments in rapidly developing countries provide incentives to gather and analyze their
business intelligence.
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As more linguistic resources such as those provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium
become more widely available, the linguistic approach may be extended to different
languages. Although more modifications are anticipated for the linguistic approach than
for the statistical approach, both approaches could be combined to overcome each other's
shortcomings. Phrase indexing, which uses phrases as the unit to represent textual content,
could be made even more specific by identifying different entity types of phrases. "Entity
indexing" may, in fact, be another approach to knowledge representation.

Text mining, still in its infancy as a research field, will continue to grow in importance
and provide access to textual information embedded in large collections of still under
utilized textual knowledge sources.
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APPENDIX.
SOURCE CODES

//*

COPYRIGHT (C) 1999-2004 Arizona Board of Regents *
//•k-kicicideicirifiriciddrifkickickirir-kic-k-k-kir-kic-k-k'k-k-k-k'k-kicic-k-kick-kickicick-k-k-k-k

//******•****•***•*****•*••*•********************************

//*
//*
//*
//*
//*

AI Lab
Department of Management Information Systems
Eller College of Management
The University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

*
*
*
*
*

^/ir-k-kiriritidckic-kidrir-k-k-k-kickic-k-kick-k-kicicic-k-k-k-kic-kickicicicicieickicir-kir-kir-kick
package ailab.mi;
import java.util.*;

/ -k-k
* A class that implements the core algorithm of Mutual Information (MI)
Phrase Extraction.
*/

public class MI {
protected MIOutput mioutput;
protected Storage storage;
protected Analysis analysis_long;
protected Analysis analysis_len2;
//
the following use the most memory!!!
private int bigbuf[3;
private int bigbufN;
private int sis []; //semi-infinite-string offset
private int sisN;
private byte availability_bits[];
public MI(Config config, MIOutput mioutput, Storage storage) throws
NoSuchElementException, NumberFormatException {
this.mioutput = mioutput;
this.storage = storage;
//
allocate a lot of memory (2*1 byte+2*4 bytes)=9 bytes
bigbuf = storage.getlnternalBuffer0; //already allocated in
Storage
availability_bits = new byte[bigbuf.length];
sis = new int[bigbuf.length];
analysis_long = new Analysis(
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config.getint("THRESHOLD_LONG_LOW_F"),
conf ig.getFloat("THRESHOLD_LONG_LOW_MI"),
config.getint("THRESHOLD_LONG_HIGH_F"),
config.getFloat("THRESHOLD_LONG_HIGH_MI")
);
analysis_len2 = new Analysis(
config.getint("THRESH0LD_LEN2_L0W_F"),
conf ig.getFloat("THRESH0LD_LEN2_L0W_MI"),
config.getint("THRESH0LD_LEN2_HIGH_F"),
config.getFloat{"THRESH0LD_LEN2_HIGH_MI")
);

private static final byte BIT_NOT_ACCESSIBLE = 0;
private static final byte BIT_IS_AVAILABLE = 1;
private static final byte BIT_IS_iyiODIFIED = 2 ;
private int count_modified;
private int max_len;
class MI_INFO_TYPE {
int str [] ;
int len;
float MIc;
int fa, fb, fc;
public MI_INFO_TYPE(int size) {
str = new int[size + 1] ;
}

}
public void go() {
int count = 0;
while (true) {
int ready = storage.readySize();
if (ready <= 0)
break;
count++;
System.err.println("INFO: partition " + count + "/" +
storage.getTotalServing());
prepare(ready);
analyze();

}
}
private void prepare(int bufN) {
bigbufN = bufN;
Arrays.fill(availability_bits, BIT_IS_AVAILABLE);
reorganize(true);

}
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private void reorganize(boolean isFirstTime) {
count_modified = 0;
System.err.println("INFO: reorganzing");
int i, imax, k;
//get rid of the removed words
for (i = 0, imax = bigbufN; i < imax; i++) {
if (! ( (availability_bits[i] & BIT_IS_AVAILABLE) != 0)) {
bigbuf[i] = 0;
availability_bits[i] = BIT_NOT_ACCESSIBLE;

}
}
//creating sis []
int len;
sisN = 0;
max_len = 0;
for (i = 0, imax = bigbufN; i < imax; i += len + 1) {
len = sis_length(i);
if (max_len < len)
max_len = len;
for (k = 0; k < len; k++)
sis[sisN++] = i + k;

}
if (isFirstTime) {
if (sis.length != sisN) {
System.err.println("WARNING: sis.length=" + sis.length +
but sisN=" + sisN);
}
}

//creating PATarray
System.err.println("INFO: sorting " + sisN + "....");
sort(0, sisN - 1);
System.err.println("INFO: sorting done");

}
private void analyze{) {
int len;
for (len = max_len; len >= 2; len--) {
if (len == 4) {
reorganize(false) ;

}
System.err.println("***** Processing len=" + len + "
while (true) {
int last_modified = count_modified;
if (len == 2) {
analysis_len2.analyze_len(len);
break; //SPEED IMPROVEMENT TRICK: stopped after one round of
len=2

}
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else {
analysis_long.analyze_len(len);
if (count_modified == last_modified) {
break; //stop when no changes

}
}

class Analysis {
private int THRESHOLD_LOW_F;
private float THRESHOLD_LOW_MI;
private float THRESHOLD_LOW_MI_INVERSE;
private int THRESHOLD_HIGH_F;
private float THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI;
private float THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI_INVERSE;
public Analysis(int THRESHOLD_LOW_F, float THRESHOLD_LOW_MI,
int THRESHOLD_HIGH_F, float THRESHOLD_HIGH_iyiI) {
this.THRESHOLD_LOW_F = THRESHOLD_LOW_F;
this.THRESHOLD_LOW_MI = THRESHOLD_LOW_MI;
THRESHOLD_LOW_MI_INVERSE = 1.f / THRESHOLD_LOW_MI;
this.THRESHOLD_HIGH_F = THRESHOLD_HIGH_F;
this.THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI = THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI;
THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI_INVERSE = l.f / THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI;
}

/ **
* A class that has the core Mutual Information (MI) Phrase
Extraction algorithm.
*

* @param len
*/
public void a n a l y 2 e _len(int len) {
int last_shownX;
int potentialX;
int i, j, iLast;
last_shownX = bigbufN - 1;
if (bigbuf[last_shownX] != 0) {
System.err.println("FATAL ASSUMPTION: bigbuf[last_shownX]!=0");
System.exit(1);

}
MI_INFO_TYPE mi = new MI_INFO_TYPE(len +1);
mi.len = len;
for (i = 0; i < sisN; i++) {
potentialX = sis[i] ;
if (IntegerBuffer.length(bigbuf, potentialX) < len)
continue;
j = sis_firstDiffPos(last_shownX, potentialX);
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if (j < len ScSc bigbuf[potentialX + j] != 0) {
System.arraycopy(bigbuf, potentialX, mi.str, 0, len);
mi.str[len] = 0;
//===================

11
resolveMIc_quick(mi);
if (mi.MIc > -1) {
remove_word(mi.str);
mioutput.display(mi.str);
//output.println(""+mi.iyilc+" "+mi.fc+" "+mi.fa+" "+mi.fb);
//output.println("");

}

//
//===================

last_shownX = potentialX;
}
} //for
}

float resolveMIc_quick(MI_INFO_TYPE mi) {
int save;
int low, high;
low = findLongestLow(mi.str, 0);
high = findLongestHigh(mi.str, 0);
if (high - low + 1 < THRESHOLD_LOW_F) {
return (mi.MIc = -1); //no chance for mi.fc >= THRESHOLD_F

}
mi.fc = count_availability(low, high, mi.len);
if (mi.fc < THRESHOLD_LOW_F) {
return (mi.MIc = -I); // mi.fc < THRESHOLD_F

}
int threshold_part_f;
float threshold_part_mi;
if (mi.fc < THRESHOLD_HIGH_F) {
threshold_part_f = (int) Math.ceil(THRESHOLD_LOW_MI_INVERSE *
mi.fc);
threshold_part_mi = THRESHOLD_LOW_MI;

}
else {
threshold_part_f = (int) Math.ceil(THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI_INVERSE *
mi .fc);
threshold_part_mi = THRESHOLD_HIGH_MI;
}

//calculating mi.fa
save = mi.str[mi.len - 1];
mi.str[mi.len - 1] = 0;
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low = findLongestLow(mi.str, 0);
high = findLongestHigh(mi.str, 0);
mi.str[mi . len - 1] = save;
mi.fa = count_availability(low, high, mi.len - 1);
if (mi.fa >= threshold_part_f) {
return (mi.MIc = -1); //no chance for MIc >= THRESHOLD_MI

}
//calculating mi.fb
low = findLongestLow(mi.str, 1);
high = findLongestHigh(mi.str, 1);
mi.fb = count_availability(low, high, mi.len - 1);
//calculating MIc
mi.MIc = (float) mi.fc / (mi.fa + mi.fb - mi.fc);
if (mi.MIc < threshold_part_mi) {
return (mi.MIc = -1);

}
return mi.MIc;
}

}
void remove_word(int s[]) {
count_modified++;
int low, high;
int i, j, pos, jmax, len;
low = findLongestLow(s, 0);
high = findLongestHigh(s, 0);
len = IntegerBuffer.length(s, 0);
for (i = low; i <= high; i++) {
pos = sis[i] ;
for (j = pos, jmax = j + len; j < jmax; j++) {
availability_bits[j] &= ~BIT_IS_AVAILABLE;
//make_NOT_AVAILABLE(j);

}
for (j = pos; (availability_bits[j] & BIT_IS_AVAILABLE) != 0; j--)
{ //wasAVAILABLE(j)!!!!
availability_bits[j] |= BIT_IS_MODIFIED; //make_MODIFIED(j);

}
for (j = pos + I; (availability_bits [j] & BIT_IS_AVAILABLE) != 0;
j++) {
availability_bits[j] |= BIT_IS_MODIFIED; //make_MODIFIED(j);
}
}
}
private void sort(int 1, int r) {
int k;
int v, tmp;
if (r <= 1)
return;
int i = l - 1, j = r, p = l - 1, q = r;
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V = sis[r];
while (true) {
while (sis_compare(sis[++i], v) < 0)
while {sis_compare(v, sis[--j]) < 0 && j > 1)
if (i >= j)
break;
tmp = sis[i] ;
sis[i] = sis[j];
sis[j] = tmp;
if (sis_compare(sis[i], v) == 0) {
P++;

tmp = sis[p];
sis[p] = sis[i];
sis[i] = tmp;

}
if (sis_compare(v, sis[j]) == 0) {

q--;
tmp = sis[q] ;
sis[q] = sis[j];
sis[j] = tmp;

}
}

tmp = sis[i] ;
sis[i] = sis[r];
sis[r] = tmp;
j = i - 1;
i = i + 1;
for (k = 1; k <= p; k++, j--) {
tmp = sis[k];
sis[k] = sis[j];
sis[j] = tmp;
}

for (k = r - 1; k >= q; k--, i++) {
tmp = sis[k];
sis[k] = sis[i];
sis[i] = tmp;

}
sort(1, j);
sort(i, r);

int findLongestLow(int pat [] , int patX) {
int m, left, low, high, i;
m = IntegerBuffer.length(pat, 0);
if (IntegerBuffer.ncompare(m, pat, patX, bigbuf, sis[0]) <= 0)
left = 0;
else
if (IntegerBuffer.ncompare(m, pat, patX, bigbuf, sis[sisN -1]) > 0)
left = sisN;
else {
for (low = 0, high = sisN - 1; high - low >1; ) {
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i = (high + low) / 2;
if (IntegerBuffer.ncompare(m, pat, patX, bigbuf, sis [i]) <= 0)
high = i;
else
low = i;

}
left = high;
}
return left;
}
int findLongestHigh(int pat [] , int patX) {
int m, right, low, high, i;
m = IntegerBuffer.length(pat, 0);
if (IntegerBuffer.ncompare(m, pat, patX, bigbuf, sis[0]) < 0)
right = -1;
else
if (IntegerBuffer.ncompare(m, pat, patX, bigbuf, sis[sisN -1]) >=
right = sisN - 1;
else { //binary search
for (low = 0, high = sisM; high - low >1; ) {
i = (high + low) / 2;
if (IntegerBuffer.ncompare(m, pat, patX, bigbuf, sis [i]) >= 0)
low = i;
else
high = i;

}
right = low;
}

return right;

int count_availability(int low, int high, int len) {
int i, j, jmax, freq, core_freq, pos;
freq = 0;
core_freq = 0;
for (i = low; i <= high; i++) {
pos = sis[i];
switch (availability_bits[pos] & (BIT_IS_AVAILABLE |
BIT_IS_MODIFIED)) {
case (BIT_IS_AVAILABLE):
freq++;
if (! ( (availability_bits [pos + len] & BIT_IS_AVAILABLE) ! =
0) )

{

core_freq++;
}
break;
case (BIT_IS_AVAILABLE [ BIT_IS_MODIFIED):
for (j = pos, jmax = j + len; j < jmax; j++) {
if (! ( (availability_bits [j] & BIT_IS_AVAILABLE) != 0)) {
break;

}
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)
if (j == jmax) {
freq++;
if (j == jmax &&
! ( (availability_bits[jmax] & BIT_IS_AVAILABLE) != 0))

{
core_freq++;

}

}
break;
default:
/

}
}
return freq;
}
private int sis_length(int sis) {
int sis_orig = sis;
while (bigbuf[sis] != 0)
sis++;
return sis - sis_orig;

)
private int sis_compare(int sisl, int Bis2) {

int i = 0;
int clil, ch2;
wliile (true) {
chl = bigbuf[sisl + i];
ch2 = bigbuf [sis2 + i];
if (chl == 0 I I ch2 == 0 I I chl != ch2)
break;
i++;
}

return chl - ch2;

}
private int sis_firstDiffPos(int sisl, int sis2) {
int i, chl, ch2;
for (i = 0; (chl = bigbuf [sisl + i]) == (ch2 = bigbuf[sis2 + i]);
i+ +) {
if (chl == 0 I I ch2 == 0)
break;
}

return i;

}
}
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